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ϭϰƚŚDĂǇ͕ϮϬϭϳ

)RXUWK %RRN 3XEOLVKLQJ 3URMHFW ± 3XEOLVKHU 6FKRODUV 3UHVV 7KH SUHYLRXV
3URMHFWZDV9ROXPH,RIWKH5HVHDUFK5HVXOWV3ULPDULO\RQWKHDVSHFWRIKRZDQ
H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWWR GHWHUPLQH PROHFXODU SURSHUW\ &KHPLFDO 6KLIW
$QLVRWURS\ RI 0ROHFXOH LQ 6LQJOH &U\VWDO E\ +LJK 5HVROXWLRQ 305 FRXOG
KLJKOLJKW D UHTXLUHPHQW IRU FRQVLGHULQJ WKH EXON PDWHULDO DVSHFW 7KH
FRQFOXVLRQV LQ 9ROXPH, FRXOG LQGLFDWH KRZ WKH PHWKRGV XVHG IRU PDWHULDO
DVSHFWVWXGLHVFRXOGLPSURYHWKHVLWXDWLRQIRUWKHFDOFXODWLRQIRULQWUDPROHFXODU
FRQWH[WZLWKPROHFXODUIUDJPHQWVWRJHWWKHZKROHPROHFXOHSHUVSHFWLYH

L


3UHIDFH

7KLV ERRN LV 9ROXPH RQ WKH WRSLF RI ³0ROHFXOHV WR
0DWHULDOV 0DWHULDOV WR 0ROHFXODU )UDJPHQWV´ 7KH PROHFXODU
SURSHUWLHVFRQVLGHUHG IRUWKLVWRSLFLQWKLVERRN DUH 1XFOHDU
3URWRQ 1XFOHL LQ 3DUWLFXODU  0DJQHWLF 5HVRQDQFH 6SHFWURVFRSLF
SDUDPHWHU WKH 1XFOHDU 6KLHOGLQJ 7HQVRU DQG WKH 0DJQHWLF
6XVFHSWLELOLW\7HQVRUZKLFKLVHVVHQWLDOO\WKHH[WHQWWRZKLFKWKH
HOHFWURQ FLUFXODWLRQV DUH LQIOXHQFHG E\ DQ H[WHUQDOO\ DSSOLHG
PDJQHWLF )LHOGV   %XON PDJQHWLF VXVFHSWLELOLW\ FRQWULEXWLQJ WR
LQGXFHG ILHOG DW D SRLQW ZLWKLQ D EXON PDJQHWL]HG VSHFLPHQ DQG
WKH LQGXFHG ILHOG GLVWULEXWLRQV 7KH GHSHQGHQFH RI QXFOHDU
VKLHOGLQJ RQ WKH PDJQHWLF VXVFHSWLELOLW\ LV D ZHOO HVWDEOLVKHG
UHODWLRQVKLS 7KH UHVXOWV RI +LJK 5HVROXWLRQ 3URWRQ 0DJQHWLF
5HVRQDQFH +5 305  VWXGLHV LQ VROLG VWDWH RQ PROHFXODU VLQJOH
FU\VWDOVSHFLPHQZHUHIRXQGWR\LHOGPROHFXODUSURWRQVKLHOGLQJ
WHQVRUV ZKLFK GLG QRW FRQIRUP WR WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WKH SRLQW
JURXSV\PPHWU\RIWKHSDUWLFXODUPROHFXOHLQZKLFKWKHSURWRQLV
ORFDWHG7KLVFRXOGEHDWWULEXWHGWRWKHIDFWWKDWWKHPROHFXOHVDUH
SUHVHQWLQWKHFU\VWDOODWWLFHZKLFKKDGDZHOOGHILQHGVSDFHJURXS
DQGWKHFRRUGLQDWHSRVLWLRQRIDSDUWLFXODUSURWRQRIDPROHFXOHLV
QRWRQO\WREHYLHZHGIURPWKHPROHFXODUSHUVSHFWLYHEXWDOVRWKH
XQLWFHOOSHUVSHFWLYH7KHXQLWFHOOSHUVSHFWLYHSURMHFWVWKHSURWRQ
VLWHDVWKDWRIRQHRIWKHXQLWFHOOPROHFXOHDPRQJDOOWKHXQLWFHOO
PROHFXOHVUHODWHGWRHDFKRWKHUE\FRQVLGHUDWLRQVRIVSDFHJURXS

LL
V\PPHWU\7KXVWKHSDUWLFXODUSURWRQVLWHLVDSRLQWORFDWLRQLQWKH
XQLW FHOO DQG QRW PHUHO\ WKH VSHFLILF PROHFXOH LQ WKH XQLW FHOO
:KHQFRQVLGHULQJWKHSRVVLEOHFRQWULEXWLRQWRVKLHOGLQJWHQVRURI
DSURWRQIURPWKHQHLJKERXULQJPROHFXOHVLQWKHXQLWFHOOWKHQLW
LVQHFHVVDU\WRNQRZKRZPXFKWKHSURSHUWLHVDWDSURWRQVLWHLQ
WKHXQLW FHOO LV JRYHUQHG E\ PHUHO\ WKH PROHFXODU V\PPHWU\ DQG
WRZKLFKH[WHQWWKHSURWRQVLWHLVWREHYLHZHGIURPWKHSRLQWRI
YLHZ DV D JHQHUDO ODWWLFH SRLQW VLWH ,I WKH SURWRQ VLWH LV EHWWHU
UHFNRQHG DV D XQLW FHOO JHQHUDO VLWH WKHQ WKH PROHFXODU SRLQW
JURXSV\PPHWU\FRXOGEHRQO\DSSUR[LPDWH WKRXJKYHU\FORVHWR
WKHSRLQWJURXSV\PPHWU\RIDQLVRODWHGVWDEOHPROHFXOH EHFDXVH
FU\VWDO SDFNLQJ LQWHUDFWLRQV LQ WKH UHSUHVHQWDWLYH XQLW FHOO FDQ
FDXVH GHYLDWLRQV IURP LVRODWHG PROHFXODU VWUXFWXUH 7KH SURWRQ
VKLHOGLQJ DQLVRWURSLF DVSHFWV DUH IRXQG WR EH VHQVLWLYH WR VXFK
GHYLDWLRQV IURP LQWUD PROHFXODU V\PPHWU\ FRQVLGHUDWLRQV ZKHQ
WKH PROHFXOH LV SUHVHQW LQ D XQLW FHOO RI D FU\VWDO ODWWLFH 7KXV
QHLJKERXULQJ PROHFXOH FRQWULEXWLRQV WR SURWRQ VKLHOGLQJ WHQVRU
ZLWKLQDPROHFXODUXQLWKDGWREHFRQVLGHUHG,QWKLVFDVHVXFKD
FRQVLGHUDWLRQRIQHLJKERXULQJPROHFXOHVGLGQRWUHPDLQFRQILQHG
RQO\ WR D SDUWLFXODU XQLW FHOO EXW WKH SXUYLHZ LQFOXGHG DOO WKH
PROHFXOHV RYHU WKH HQWLUH PDFURVFRSLF VLQJOH FU\VWDOOLQH
VSHFLPHQ MXVWLI\LQJ WKDW LW EHFDPH D FRQFHUQ DV D EXON PDWHULDO
SURSHUW\ ZKLFK VWDUWHG DV D VLQJOH PROHFXODU SURSHUW\ ,W ZDV
IXUWKHU D PDWWHU RI VLPSOLFLW\ WKDW WKH FRQWULEXWLRQ WR VKLHOGLQJ

LLL
WHQVRU IURP QHLJKERXULQJ PROHFXOHV ZDV VLPSO\ DQ DGGLWLYH
SURSHUW\ DV FRQWULEXWLRQ IURP HYHU\ RQH RI WKH QHLJKERXULQJ
PROHFXODU XQLWV DSSURSULDWHO\ FDOFXODEOH XVLQJ D PDJQHWLF SRLQW
GLSROHPRGHOWKHFRQFHUQHGHTXDWLRQIRUFDOFXODWLRQUHTXLUHGWKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VXVFHSWLELOLW\ WHQVRU YDOXHV DW HYHU\ RQH RI WKH
FRQWULEXWLQJQHLJKERXUVLWHV
$YLGHRORFDWHGDWWKH³\RXWXEH´FRQWDLQVVXPPDU\RQWKLV
WRSLFRIWKHERRNKWWSV\RXWXEHWO;BYQBVT&Z
KWWSVZZZ\RXWXEHFRPZDWFK"Y WO;BYQBVT&Z
7KXV WKH LQWHUPROHFXODU VKLHOGLQJ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR EH DGGHG WR
LQWUDPROHFXODUVKLHOGLQJ RISURWRQQXFOHL ZDVLQGHHGVLJQLILFDQW
DQG FRXOG EH FDOFXODWHG 7KLV FDOFXODWLRQFRXOGEH FRQILQHG WR D
VSKHUHRI$ιǤ 
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Abstract
Determination1 of the chemical shift tensors (measured with respect to a
‘reference’ chemical-compound) require using single crystals of organic
molecules and these are diamagnetic specimen. The chemical shifts arise
due to variations in induced fields at a proton (nuclear) site within a
molecule, due to the changes in the electron charge circulations within
the molecules when placed in a strong external magnetic field. The solidstate High Resolution Proton Magnetic Resonance (HR PMR)
techniques yield tensor values measured experimentally, but it becomes
necessary to calculate and take into consideration the intermolecular
contributions to the chemical shifts to retrieve the only ‘intra molecular’
shift tensor values. The intermolecular contributions in principle can be
contribution beginning from the molecule which is immediate neighbor
and the other molecules which are distant neighbors extending to the
entire extent of the macroscopic specimen. Thus it raises the questions
pertinent for taking into consideration the induced fields from the entire
bulk of the specimen at a point within the specimen which typically are
the issues in the study of magnetic materials. Seeking answers to such
questions as is necessary to validate the procedures used for the retrieval
of the intra molecular values as mentioned above. These questions and,
the answers seem to pave the way to secure certain clarifications
pertaining to field distributions within magnetized materials. Thus
evolving a criterion to correct for the bulk specimen shape dependences
in the context of the measurement of proton Chemical Shift Tensor paves
the way to unravel the consequences of induced field distributions within
the material medium. This path-way, from molecule to materials, seem to
be refreshing the understanding of the requirements laid out for the
specifications of local fields at points within a specimen with bulk
magnetization features.
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1.INTRODUCTION

In diamagnetic molecules the electrons, which are all spin-paired,
undergo circulatory motions centered on the atomic nuclei in the
molecular frame-work. In the case of diamagnetic molecular
systems, there are two electrons in each of the occupied molecular
orbital. The occupancies in molecular orbitals entails the
possibility that the charge circulations of the electrons in the
orbitals can be in the opposite directions. Thus even though there
are continuous circulations of electrons there can be cancellations
of the induced fields because of the circulations in opposite
directions. When an external magnetic field is applied, there can
be preferences established for circulations in one direction over
the other alternative direction and there could be changes in the
velocity of circulations and the circulation paths. Such effects in
the environment of bonded atoms can have varying effects
significant enough to indicate the electronic structures. It is
primarily these differences in induced fields which are of interest
to chemists while investigating spectroscopically, and, in
particular using the NMR Spectroscopic tool.
The situation described above, for a diamagnetic molecule, is
entirely with respect to the intra molecular perspectives for
induced fields at the site of nuclei. What compounds this
description of induced field at particular site is the fact that there
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are contributions to induced fields from other molecules. There
are molecules which are in the immediate vicinity as well as from
the distant locations in a continuous distribution over the entire
macroscopic extent of the specimen, which at any particular
instance, can be a single crystal of organic molecule. Under the
influence of external magnetic field the electronic circulations
prevailing are the same in every one of the independently
identifiable equivalent molecules which are present in the crystal.
The induced fields due to a molecule at a given site differ
depending upon whether that specified site is occupied by a
proton bonded to that molecule or in any molecule located in any
of the other the lattice sites.
It is a fact that the induced fields arising at a site, due to the
specified repeating-unit of the electronic structure in the lattice
(which is a molecule in the particular case), must be considered
always inseparably with the induced fields from the other lattice
site units. This makes the estimation of induced fields for a given
site to become complicated and laborious to evaluate. While
approximations are resorted to, then the uncertainties in the
calculated estimates in conjunction with the accuracies of
experimental measurements render the interpretations to be less
conclusive.
2. HR PMR EXPERIMENTS
The High Resolution Proton Magnetic Resonance (HR PMR)
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experiments in Solids have been well described in the literature2.
It is reiterated here that the single specimen used for the
measurements in HR PMR in solids have been spherically shaped;
for reasons that the bulk susceptibility contribution to induced
fields within the specimen is zero for the spherical shape of the
specimen. This limits the utility of this technique since it is not
always possible that the given organic molecular single crystal
can be shaped into a sphere for the convenient use for
measurement by HR PMR techniques. The current experimental
efforts being made to reduce the experimental constraints in
making spheres are posted in the WebPages3 of this author. Fig.1
below depicts the situation for the disposition of the
experimentally measured principal axis directions of the chemical
shift tensor for the proton attached to the aromatic ring and the
deviation from the molecular symmetry is obvious in the Fig.1 (a)
and when the intermolecular contribution is subtracted then the
principal directions conform better to the molecular symmetry
requirements

Fig.1.The experimentally measured chemical shift tensor principal
directions. Only molecular in-plane directions are shown with respect to
the c-h bond disposition in the molecule (a) the in plane tensor principal
directions are turned 27°away from bond direction. (b) when the
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intermolecular contributions have been subtracted. The third principal
direction remains more or less parallel to the perpendicular to the
molecular plane.

3. PERSPECTIVES FOR CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
SPECIMEN CONSEQUENTIALLY AS MATERIAL
The considerations which are also pertinent to consequences in
magnetic material begin with this effort by which the
intermolecular contributions were calculated by rigid lattice
summation procedures.


The Outer Continuum
in the Magnetized
Material
Specified
Proton Site
Lorentz
Sphere
The Outer Continuum
in the Magnetized
Material



Fig.2. The hypothetical division of the spherical sample for consideration
from the perspectives of a material medium
Sphere of
Lorentz

Lorent z
Cavity

Outer surface D out

Inner Cavity
surface Din

D out = - Din Hence D out + Din =0

Fig.3. Explaining the consequence of zero induced field inside the spherical
specimen. The D with subscripts stand for the demagnetization factors of
the corresponding boundary surfaces-inner & outer
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(a) Experimental determination of Shift tensors by HR
PMR techniques in single crystalline solid state, require
Spherically Shaped Specimen. The bulk susceptibility
contributions to induced fields is zero inside spherically
shaped specimen

(b) The above criterion requires that a semi micro
spherical volume element is carved out around the site
within the specimen and around the specified site this
carved out region is a cavity which is called the Lorentz
Cavity. Provided the Lorentz cavity is spherical and the
outer specimen shape is also spherical, then the criterion 1
is valid.

(c) In actuality the carving out of a cavity is only
hypothetical and the carved out portion contains the
atoms/molecules at the lattice sites in this region as well.
The distinction made by this hypothetical boundary is that
all the materials outside the boundary is treated as a
continuum. For matters of induced field contributions the
materials inside the Lorentz sphere must be considered as
making discrete contributions.

Fig.4. (a) Spherical sample specimen (b) The Lorentz spherical cavity (c) &
The Lorentz sphere in place as discrete region, within the extent of
continuum.
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Fig.5 Equation for calculation of Shielding (induced field) by discrete
summation of the contributions from within the Lorentz sphere. Explicit
expression in terms of the matrix indicating the required matrix
multiplication steps for such calculation

The equation 1 above is used to calculate the discrete sum over
the lattice points within the Lorentz sphere. The Fig.5 (below
equation 1) depicts the form of the above equation when the
tensor elements are written explicitly in arrays.The Sections 2 & 3
of the reference 2 contain the relevant discussion to explain well
the preliminaries required to proceed towards the induced fields at
points within in bulk of the material medium
4. THE ELLIPSOIDAL SEMI MICRO VOLUME
ELEMENTS INSTEAD OF SPHERES FOR THE
DISCRETE SUMMATION
The sections 4 & 5 of reference 2 contain the discussions for this
aspect. It has been argued out that as much as there is reason for
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induced field to be zero within the magnetized spherical
specimen, there is equally a valid argument as to why the induced
fields within an ellipsoidal specimen also can be zero. However,
this point of view has till now not been brought forward and it is
in the context of intermolecular contributions in HR PMR in
solids the ground could be laid for these reasons to be brought to
stay. To gain better insight into the arguments and reasons for
prevailing practices it became necessary to investigate the trends
and final limiting values for convergence of the sum of
contributions within the semi micro ellipsoidal volume elements.
Such calculations indicate that even if during the summation the
summed values are different for spheres and ellipsoids after a
critical value for the spherical radius and the major axis length
value for the ellipsoids the limiting values are the same. Which
means for the sphere the value being zero for cubic lattice for the
ellipsoidal element also the sum goes to zero after a certain size of
the ellipsoid and for several values of ellipticities indicating that
ellipsoidal elements for all constants and types of lattices, can be
replaced by a an effectively spherical volume element. That shape
dependent factor which is supposed to be the value of such a
summation over the entire set of lattice points in the macroscopic
specimen seems inexplicable from this result that the discrete
summation results in the same sum total value for induced field
contribution within sphere and ellipsoids of any shape factor
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(ellipticity). Thus why does the demagnetization factor different?
Only because outer shape and inner shapes are different? Even
this can be argued that the inner contribution not being dependent
upon shape can be replaced with any shape that the macroscopic
specimen has and the dimensions being of semi micro ranges.
In such an event a certain trends indicated that the contributions
from inside the semi micro volume element seem to dominate in
value over the entire contribution from the remaining bulk of the
specimen by several orders of magnitude that, the importance of
macroscopic shape is relative and the demagnetization factor is
only a multiplicative factor for the shape and when the multiplied
value is less in magnitude than the semi micro volume element
contribution, the dependences on shape factors may not be
important for practical purposes for the induced field values at
any particular site within the macroscopic specimen. Since this is
all the arguments for diamagnetic specimen, similar calculations
for paramagnetic and other magnetic materials seem warranted
and in the presentation this point of view would be emphasized
and highlighted. Thus from the above graphical plot it seems it is
obvious that the sum of contributions of induced field at the
centre of a sphere is zero for typical variety of cubic lattice
constants.
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Fig.6 A graphical display of the trends of summed values as a function of
the radius in angstrom units from the proton site. Isotropic susceptibility is
used. Cubic lattice with varying lattice constants indicated by the
difference in the color of lines. Horizontal axis is increasing (from right to
left) radius of sphere. All values on Y-axis are of the order of 10 -8 or less.
This order of magnitude seems to be taken as zero for practical
considerations

It is possible to compare the situation for inner sphere (semi
micro) and the inner ellipsoid the remaining factors remaining the
same. This is shown in Fig.7. The graph on top of Fig.7is the
same as in Fig.6.The lower graphical plot is for the same cubic
lattice parameters but the sphere radius is scaled with required
ellipticity and each color represents an ellipticity. The lowest line
is corresponding to cubic lattice and for all values of the radius
the value is zero. Note that the Y-axis values are ranging from 10 8

to 10 -3. Hence what were appearing to be very different values

in the top right all seem to be contained along the x-axis line for
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zero in the lower plot. This is precisely it was earlier remarked
that all the values in the above are said to be practically zero.
Thus a variation in ellipticity from 1.0 (sphere-the lowest dark
blue line) to 1.25 the top green line on the x-axis when the radius
measures from 48 to 186 angstroms there is significant increase in
the sum with ellipticity. Beyond 186 there is a sharp variation in
the summed values for all ellipticities. And, by 240 angstroms all
the lines (for all ellipticities) have dropped to coincide with zero
line. This establishes the observation that ellipsoid has the same
sum total value as sphere for cubic lattices. The Fig.8 to follow
contains the results for summing for non-cubic lattice and the
inner semi micro element for discrete summation is a sphere. The
y-axis values range from 10 -8 to 10 -3as in the previous case and
the different lines for different lattice constants. This can be
provided a comparison with an inner ellipsoid. In Fig.8 the pink
line has been made a special mention of at the caption. It is the
lattice constant value corresponding to the pink colored line
which is chosen and held fixed for the next plot as in Fig.9. Thus
the Y-axis value for this pink line in Fig.8 will be the convergent
value for all the lines in the graph of Fig.9 as on the Y-axis.
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Fig.7. (above) the same as Fig.6 for inner sphere. (below)ellipsoidal inner
volume element. Below the different colors correspond to varying ellipticity
(dark-blue line İ=1.0; green line İ=1.25. More discussion in the text above.
Also see Ref. 4

Fig.8. INNER Element is Spherical and Convergence trends are indicated.
The Pink Line corresponds to the case of a=b=10 c=9.0 Spherical inner
element radius increases from 44 to 314 Aº. As the ‘C’ axis lattice constant
value changes from 8.5 t0 11.5 Aº, The convergence value gradually
decreases [through ‘zero’ for cubic case] to negative.-Ref.5
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Fig.9. Ellipsoidal inner volume element. varying ellipticity. All the lines
converge to the same value as the value for inner sphere in Fig.8 (pink line
for a=b=c=10)-Ref.6

5. CONCLUDING REMARK

In this full paper preceding the presentation, it has been the effort
to systematically document the salient results of the calculations
which are taking the course from molecule to material. The
ellipsoidal shapes are the ones which have the homogeneous
magnetization for homogeneous susceptibility. Hence the case of
inhomogeneity is yet to be discussed. More over when it is of
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importance to consider point by point summed contribution
within the inner sphere, it must be obvious that even in the case of
the favourable zero induced filed cases, the sum total of the
discrete summation varies significantly from one point to other. If
this summed value is significant compared to the bulk continuum
contribution, then the assertion that the magnetization is
homogeneous for spherical & ellipsoidal specimen would have to
be reconsidered and ensure that it is only an average7 picture
which is being refereed which includes averaging the discrete
summing of point to point. This being so for diamagnetic
specimen what would be the criteria set for magnetic materials
where the internal fields are large? These points would be
enumerated while presenting the material. The references cited
here are mainly for the documentations made for the calculations
made by this author. More references of much earlier efforts to
handle internal field values at specific sites would also be referred
and yet another version of this manuscript would become due
after the presentation. The computer programs used by this author
(written by the author himself in FORTRAN) are posted8 in the
web pages. More over a simpler summation procedure could be
evolved

for

the

calculation

of

the

shape

dependent

demagnetization factor. This is available as described in a
manuscript posted in Ref.9
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As illustrated in Fig.1 of the previous article (and the
description in page-9) calculation of the
intermolecular contribution to the Shielding tensor
was necessary. For that context, to calculate the
contribution from neighboring molecules, the
molecular fragments with the corresponding
susceptibility tensor break ups were found
appropriate and seemed to set the experimental
results in the correct perspective. If molecular
fragmenting approach could be effective in
intermolecular context, the question as to “why
cannot it be applicable for intra molecular shielding
contribution?”” was in sequence. Published results
of such efforts for calculating intra molecular
isotropic chemical shift values are available in the
literature and it remained to apply these methods for
the calculation of intra molecular full tensors. The
first effort by this author was made and was
published as contribution at the ISMAR-CA 1998
conference. The hand-written poster materials are
reproduced in these following pages, with the
exception of the immediately following two sheet
contents. These two page-contents were made as
“jpg’ image files in year 2002, much later after the
event in 1998, for documenting in the internet
domains: http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/
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A hypothetical C4: symmetrical disposition of 4 points Pi : At the center is a origin
of a susceptibility tensor (diagonal): Due to this Susceptibility at the centre, What
will be the shielding at the 4 symmetrically related points. Below such a calculated
shielding tensors, a hypothetical division of the susceptibility at the center into 4
values to place it at 4 points. Due to this divided susceptibility what would be the
calculated shielding at the 4 points Pi ?
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The 6 C-C bond tensors; and their principal directions in
plane.
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Dividing a Magnetic Moment and Distributing the Parts
can it ensure a Better Validity of the Point Dipole Approximation?

http://ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2009nehu.html
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For membership status, this list below is updated every year before the ISC event, and
the updated list would be available for view at the science congress association website.
http://www.sciencecongress.nic.in
The link below to download the list would be in the above site top menubar as a
0(0%(56+,3 button dropdown list option /,672)/,)(0(0%(56
http://www.sciencecongress.nic.in/pdf/life_members/life_membership.doc
L13931
Aravamudhan Sankarampadi , Ph.D.,Professor Emeritus,Dept. of
Chemistry,N.E.H.U.,Shillong,793022,MEGHALAYA
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Dividing a Magnetic Moment and Distributing the
Parts, can it ensure a Better Validity of the Point
Dipole Approximation?
S. ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
PO NEHU Campus, Shillong 793022, Meghalaya
inboxnehu_sa@yahoo.com
When a homogeneously magnetized material is sub-divided into close-packed
volume elements, then, each volume element gives rise to a dipole moment in presence
of external field. Summing of the contribution of the induced fields due to these
divisional moments calculated at a point within the sample, reproduces the already
known values of demagnetization factors. Dividing a given total dipole moment into
parts and distributing them to calculate the summed contribution of induced field at a
distant point need not always result in the same value. The above alternate method of
equivalent distribution of divided parts would be described with certain simple exercises
as illustration.

Suggested Reference Materials:http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/
http://nehuacin.tripod.com/
http://www.geocities.com/inboxnehu_sa/conference_events_2005.html
http://www.geocities.com/inboxnehu_sa/conference_events_2006.html
http://in.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/events_2007.html
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1. Abstract (100 words) on page-1
2. Introduction: page-2
3. A description of subdivided volume elements: pages 2- 4
4. Calculating Demagnetization factor: pages 4-11
5. Discussion of the criteria for subdividing: pages 11-12
6. Conclusion: page 12
7. Appendix-A (more details for the aspects in Section-2)
pages 13-15
INTRODUCTION:
The table of demagnetization factors, which are available,
consists of values calculated by a procedure of mathematical
Integration, starting from defining “infinitesimally small” charge
circulations giving rise to dipole moments placed at the centre of
circulation. Thus such infinitesimal charge circulation is placed
over the entire extent of the specimen and integration carried out
of the induced field at a given point in the specimen due to all
such infinitesimal dipole moments. If it is recalled here that a
procedure of integration is effectively a summing over all the
infinitesimal quantities, then the question arises as to whether
within a certain tolerance, the infinite number of dipole moments
envisaged can possibly find an equivalent distribution of finite
number dipole moments arising from the entire material. Then the
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calculation of the contribution to the induced field due to all these
finite number of dipoles would require finite number of
calculations for summing, and the limit of infinite number of
calculations and additions would not be encountered. The
approach then would be to merge the cells in the mesh of infinite
number of cells to reduce the count appropriately to finite number
of cells in the mesh, which describes the material specimen
without leaving any material away from counting for the
contribution. Alternately, to get such a set of finite number of
dipoles, first, the single dipole due to the bulk susceptibility of the
entire specimen-volume is to be considered as having been placed
at an appropriate electrical centre of gravity within the specimen.
Then devise appropriate criteria for a subdivision for this single
total dipole moment to distribute the resulting finite number of
dipoles to appropriate locations within the specimen. Either
merging the cells or sub-dividing the total, requires a
rearrangement, correspondingly, either to get the equivalent origin
for a set of distributed locations or for a given single location to
get a set of distributed origins to be equivalent to the singular
location. With respect to the induced field at a given point from
all these dipoles using the point dipole approximation, placing
effectively a single dipole at an origin need not result in the same
value as the distributed situation for the dipoles that constitute the
totality of dipoles. If it does, then it would be as if the point dipole
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approximation is valid for the effective single dipole as much as
for the distributed dipoles, in which case there should not be any

Table-1:

For moment value ‘-2 units’ Induced field values at
‘R’
values

R

R-0.5

R+0.5

[(R-0.5)+(R+0.5)]/2

2

-0.5

-0.256

-1.18519

-0.720595

4

-0.0625

-0.0439

-0.09329

-0.068595

8

-0.00781

-0.00651

-0.00948

-0.007995

32

0.00012207

0.000116523

-0.000127976

-0.00012225

requirement for the “subdividing” procedure. In the following,
this aspect of the necessity for subdividing the specimen into
smaller volume elements would be illustrated for the compliance
with the point dipole approximation to calculate induced field
contribution at a given point.
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A DESCRIPTION OF SUBDIVIDED VOLUME ELEMENTS
In Figure 1, the illustration depicts the trends of induced field
values for a dipole moment of a given magnitude, split into two
equal parts and placed at symmetrically distant points on both
sides of the original location. The data is on the Table-1 for this
graphical illustration. An elaboration of the materials discussed in
this section can be found at Appendix-A
Figure-1
35
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0.8
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2 45 8
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\
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An equation of the type

-------------Equation -1

can be used for the calculation of the induced field (a shielding
tensor ‘ı’ multiplied by the applied field value gives the induced
field in the tensor forms.)

For an ‘isotropic susceptibility’,

characterizing the system can give the induced field component
value along the field direction by the much simpler formula
(derivable from the above by a simplification), as follows:
{Ȥ . (1-3.COS2ș)} / (R)3 ------Equation 2

Magnetic
Field

Figure-2

Moment
ȝ=Ȥ. H

R

For the above calculation Ȥ=-2 was used and ș = 0° where the ș is
the angle between the distance vector and the direction of
magnetic field. When the R-value increases, the splitting distance
of 1 unit becomes relatively smaller and the consequence on the
induced field values is obvious form the graphical results. It can
be noted that the

above

equation for the point dipole

approximation is more valid at such larger distances.

For a

different perspective on this situation, the following illustration is
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included without much description. In this case, the volume 'v' of
the spherical volume element considered here for the calculation
is 1.17E-24 c.c. The radius 'r' of this volume element is
0.000000006544 cm 0.6544E-08cm which is 0.6544 A° using this
radius value and the equation for the volume of sphere (4/3).ʌ.r3
the value of 'v' has been calculated. The value of the susceptibility
of the spherical volume used is 6E-29 cgs units. The calculated
values are at Lattice periodicities (one-dimensional) of 10A°;
11A°; 12A° and 13A°; 9A°; 8A°; 7A°, (Figure-3). These are
plotted graphically in Figure-4.

2.00E-07
1.80E-07
1.60E-07
1.40E-07
1.20E-07

Figure-3

1.00E-07

Distances of Point where the induced
fields for all periodicities tend to become
negligible,. Since the L.C. values are from
7 to 13, this distance corresponds to the
range of 18A° to 35A°, when the
susceptibility & the resulting magnetic
moment is enclosed in a volume of
0.6544A°
2
3

8.00E-08
6.00E-08
4.00E-08
2.00E-08
0.00E+00
1
10A

11A

12A

13A

9A

8A

7A

Figure-4
With the above remarks on the consequences of “splitting
dipoles” and calculating contribution to the induced field at a
distant point, the Calculation of the Demagnetization factor is
described in the following section.
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CALCULATING DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR:
In the context of a demagnetization factor, it is necessary to
remark that a single demagnetization factor value is obtainable for
the whole specimen when (i) the specimen is a homogeneous
substance with uniform volume susceptibility through out the
sample and (ii) the shape of the specimen is an ellipsoid of
revolution, a sphere being a typical special case. Splitting the
magnetic moment would correspond to subdividing the specimen
into smaller volume elements, each describable in terms of an
associated moment in presence of the field. If the totality of the
specimen material is accounted for by the corresponding
summation of the volume elements, the single dipole moment of
the entire specimen material would have been equivalently
subdivided, and the dipole moments of the individual elements
would be placed at the appropriate central location within the
respective volume elements. The susceptibility of the volume
elements would be proportional to the volume and which in turn
determines the magnitude of the moment. Thus from the equation
2 the following criteria can be inferred: the subdivided volume
elements will all be at different distances from the point where the
induced filed is calculated. If the subdivision were such that the
volume elements are equal in size, then the entire specimen would
be sub divided into specified number of equal volume elements.
This would result in the obvious inappropriate splitting as
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illustrated in the previous section. On the other hand noting that
the divided susceptibility values would be proportional to the
volume, if the shape of the volume elements is spherical, then the
susceptibility would be a product of (4ʌr3/3)•Ȥv with r being the
radius of the spherical, divided element and Ȥv being the volume
susceptibility of the homogeneous specimen. Then, it is
noteworthy that the r3 factor in the numerator is as much cube
dependence as the R3 factor in the denominator. Note that the ‘r’
and ‘R’ are not related by any specified ratio. Therefore, same ‘r’
value occurs for the varying ‘R’ values in the case of equally
subdivided elemental case. If the (‘r’/ ‘R’) value can be held
constant, then all subdivided elements along a radial vector with
the same ș value can all contribute the same value irrespective of
the variation of ‘R’. In such a case, with these criteria of r/R
constant, would it be possible to subdivide the entire volume into
smaller elements in such a way that the elements are all closely
packed to account for the undivided material within that shape? If
such a coincidence occurs, then possibly there can be a way out of
the complication due to splitting dipoles. Then how many dipoles
‘n’ can be closed packed along a vector R, ș and ĳ?
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Ri+1 = Ri + ri + ri+1 ----Eq.1
If Ri / ri = C, C=constant for all ‘i’ values
then, Ri = C x ri and [Ri+1 / Ri] = [ri+1 / ri ]
From Eq.1 [Ri+1 / ri+1] = [Ri / ri+1] + [ri / ri+1] + 1
[Ri+1 / ri+1] = [(C x ri) / ri+1] + [ri / ri+1] + 1
[Ri+1 / ri+1] = [ (C+1) { ri / ri+1}] + 1
C = [ (C+1) { ri / ri+1}] + 1
(C -1) = (C +1) [Ri / Ri+1]
Ri+1 = Ri (C+1)/(C-1)
Ri = Ri-1 (C+1)/(C-1)

n

R2 = R1 (C+1)/(C-1)
R3 = R2 (C+1)/(C-1)
Therefore, R3 = R1 (C+1)/(C-1) (C+1)/(C-1) = R1
{(C+1)/(C-1)}2
Rn = R1 {(C+1)/(C-1)}n-1 Hence, Rn / R1 = {(C+1)/(C1)}n-1
Log(Rn / R1) = n-1 [log{(C+1)/(C-1)}]
‘n’ = 1+ {log(Rn / R1)}/ [log{(C+1)/(C-1)}]

Radius vector ‘
R’,’ș’ and ‘ĳ’

i

R4 = ‘Ri+1’

4

R3 = ‘Ri’

3
2

1

The possibility of close packing of
subdivided spheres of the specimen is
considered in the next three pages, for
which the equation derived above is
used.

FIGURE-5
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Susceptibility is ISOTROPIC

Commensurate with the Susceptibility the
magnetic moment M would be in
accordance with the equation M = Ȥv x H

Z-Axis; the Direction of Magnetic Field: H

Polar Angle ș

In these calculations, VOLUME
Susceptibility is used. That is specified as
Ȥ cm3 A typical value for Organic molecules
(Diamagnetic) can be a convenient value
and -2.855 x 10 -7 units can be typical per cc.
of the material

R Is the distance of the magnetic
moment from the point (where the
induced field value is to be known).The
distance is along the radial Vector
specified by its Polar angle
FIGURE-6

r is the radius of the spherical magnetized material
specifically demarcated.
(4/3) ʌ r3 will be the spherical volume of the material at a
distance R contributing at the
point of origin in the illustration on the left
The equation for induced field based on a dipolar model would then be
ı = -2.855 x 10-7 x [(4/3) ʌ r3] Ȥv x (1- 3 cos2 ș) / R3
From the above equation it is obvious that along this radial vector with
the specified polar angle if spherical volume elements of the material
are placed such that they all have the ‘radius- r’ to ‘distance-R’ ratio
the same, then every one of such sphere would contribute the same
induced field at the specified point.
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Line defined by Polar
angle ș / direction of radial
vector

Sph.closepack

Distance from center of each sphere

25.00

20.00

15.00

10.00

5.00

0.00
32.5

37.5

42.5

47.5

52.5

57.5

Constant=45.836

FIGURE-7

Quantitative ILLUSTRATION of Close
packing with the constraint ri /Ri = Constant
A Rotation by 360° results in a cone in conformity with the filling
above and the cone is filled with the spheres closely packed. This is cone
is a section of the full sphere and the sphere can be well envisaged with
the closely filled spheres. The specimen then is left with the voids due to
the regions not filled by the spheres. Hence, the material, in the actual
specimen, corresponding to the amount filling the void must be taken
into account and its contribution to induced field at the point.
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Z-Axis; The Direction of magnetic field
This circular base of the cone
with apex angle equal to the
polar angle ș, has radius
equal to ‘R sin ș’: See
Textbox below
Radial Vector defined by a
polar angle ș w.r.to Z

Rn
Polar
angle

R1

FIGURE-8

Rn

R1

Equation for calculating the number of
spheres, the dipole moments, along the
radial vector is as given below:

R
R

log
n

= 1 +
log

C
C

n
1

+ 1
− 1

With “C= Ri / ri, i=1, n”
For a sphere of radius =0.25 units, and the
polar angle
changes at intervals of 2 .5˚
There will be 144 intervals. Circumference=
2ʌ/4 so that the diameter of each sphere on
the circumference = 0.0109028; radius =
0.0054514
C = R/r = 0.25 / 0.0054514 =
45.859779
[46.859779/44.859779] = 1.04458334
Log (1.0445834) = 0.0189431 (r/R)
3
=1.0368218e-5 =0.000010368218

Usi ng above equation ‘n’ along the vector length is calculated, for the direction with polar
angle ș. Which is ‘ı’ per spherical magnetic moment x number of such spheres ‘n’.

ıș =ı x n. At the tip of the vector, there is circle along which magnetic moment have
to becal culated. This circle has radius equal to ‘R sinș’. The number of dipoles along the
length of the
circumference = 2 ʌ R sinș/2.r = ʌ R/ r sinș. Again, (R/ r) is a constant by earlier
criteria.
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Along each of the radial vector direction of polar angle ș, spheres
can be closely packed with the specified constraint. It is this
constraint, which brings in the simplicity that, every one of the
spheres along a radial vector contributes the same induced filed at
the specified point (site) within the material. Thus if the value for
one sphere is known, and the number of closely packed spheres
are calculated (as given by the equation stated earlier), then, the
total contribution from that direction can be obtained by
multiplying by the number ‘n’ of such spheres.
Let the contribution of (one) i-th sphere along the vector direction
ș be = ıi,șĳ Then the contribution from ‘n’ spheres would be = n x
ıi,șĳ = ıșĳ This is only along the line of a radial vector, which is
for a fixed ĳ. The ĳ dependent contributions for a given polar
angle, ș can be obtained by recognizing the rotational symmetry
around the magnetic field direction and this above value of ıș
would be the same for all radial vectors on the surface of
rotational cone with apex angle ș. If the circle described by the
base of the cone is considered its radius would be, ‘R sinș’ where
R is the radial distance to the surface of the sphere from the site.
By calculating the circumference of the circle described by the
base, (to be 2 x ʌ x R sinș) and dividing the circumference length
by the diameter of the Sphere in that base layer, which is 2 x r,
the number of such closely packed spheres on the circumference
can be known. This number [(2ʌRsinș)/2r] would be the number
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of radial vectors with the same polar angle ș and all the radial
vectors would contribute each the same as calculated for one of
vector. Thus the final value for the given polar angle would be
ıș = [(2ʌRsinș)/2r] x ıșĳ . This procedure is repeated for all
values of ș discretely at known (specified before) interval and
sum over the polar angles would give the total contribution from
the entire specimen. R/r value would be the same as the value set
as constraint.For one sphere = ıi,șĳ

For ‘n’ spheres = n x ıi,șĳ =

ıșĳ Summed for all azimuthal angle values for the given polar
angle = ıș . Summing Over all polar angles thus gives final total
contribution from the specimen material corresponding to
spherical filling = ı. Since the spheres at their respective points
can be replaced by cubes with the side equal to the diameter of
that sphere, there can be no further void to account for. This step
increases the magnetic moment at each point by the ratio of the
cube to sphere volume. i.e., (8 x r3) / (4/3 x ʌ x r3) = 1.909859.
Final value ıT = 1.909859 x ı
ıT = [NINNER-NOUTER] x (4ʌ x Ȥv) with NINNER = 0.3333 (stands
for value for spherical cavity) From the above relation NOUTER
can be calculated for the calculated ıT
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FIGURE-9A

FIGURE-9B
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The figures 9A & 9B, and the considerations related to the
induced

field

distributions, calculations

by point

dipole

approximation have been the subject matter in the contributions at
several of the conferences and symposia, which are well
documented, in the following websites, and the links specified in
those WebPages:
http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/
http://nehuacin.tripod.com/
http://www.geocities.com/inboxnehu_sa/conference_events_2005.html
http://www.geocities.com/inboxnehu_sa/conference_events_2006.html

http://in.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/events_2007.html
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FIGURE-10
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DISCUSSION OF THE CRITERIA FOR SUBDIVIDING

The contents of the figures 1, 3, and 4, and the materials included
in Appendix-A would make evident the following consequence of
splitting dipoles into equal parts and distributing them about the
origin of the total moment. The simplest symmetrical criterion for
distributing the subdivided moments would be to place them in
symmetrical disposition around the original undivided dipole
centre to get the electrical centre of gravity of the moments to be
same before and after the division. By this criterion, the equally
divided parts may be placed at equal intervals of distances around
which bring some parts away from the point where the induced
field is calculated and equal numbers nearer to that site.
Displacing the equal parts by same interval of distance away and
near would ensure the electrical centre of gravity to be retained as
the same, but the dipole which is away would contribute much
less and the nearer part contribute much more (due to inverse
cube dependence on distance). Moreover, the sum of the
contributions would not be the same as that of undivided dipole.
This brings in the arbitrariness and makes the division (splitting)
of dipole questionable.

Thus, it is required to divide the dipoles as weighted parts (and
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not equal parts) in such a way that the electrical centre of gravity
is retained. In addition, the requirements for the validity of point
dipole approximation must be fulfilled for each divided part at its
location to which it is distributed. Then the contribution of
induced field from each divided part would be the same at a
specified distant point. That is, “the magnitude of divided dipoles
is equal” is not a necessary criterion. But, irrespective of its size
and distance ( for same ș and ĳ) each divided part contribute the
same value of induced field so that simply multiplying by the
number of parts into which the original dipole is subdivided, the
total induced filed value is obtained. As much as the sample
specimen has a homogeneity consideration for the susceptibility
value through out the specimen, a kind of homogeneity in
contribution (equal contribution) is held as constraint while
subdividing, instead of the division into equal parts. Ensuring this
kind of “homogeneity/uniformity” of induced filed contribution,
makes the induced field value independent of the distance. The
criterion of point-dipole approximation is built-in in the choice of
the (R/r) factor with the “uniformity” of contribution. This seems
to simulate factually the single “undivided” moment contribution
when the dipole approximation is valid. But, the fact is, in reality,
“with the undivided dipole, the point dipole approximation is not
valid”.
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It is essentially the distance dependence, which is critical for the
validity of the point dipole approximation. The angular
dependence hence is to the same extent as it is in the case of
undivided case of moments. Thus for a given set of (ș, ĳ) values,
meaning along a given radial vector, the number of dipoles
closely packed would depend upon the ratio of (C=R/r) chosen.
Depending upon this value of ‘C’, the number of dipoles along
each of the radial vector, ‘nș, ĳ’ would vary. For the spheres
packed closely along the line the center of all spheres of varying
radii lie on the radial vector. These spheres would have radii such
that it would be possible to draw a cone containing these spheres,
which would have an apex at the site where the induced filed
contribution is required. The axis of the cone would be the radial
vector. Which means that the material in the given set of such
spheres are contained in the spherical specimen within a solid
angle “ǻȦ” ( see Figure-7) where as the material of the entire
specimen can be included only if the solid angle ‘4ʌ’ is covered.
Hence for each set of (ș, ĳ), a ‘ǻȦș,ĳ’ and an ‘nș, ĳ’ are associated
with every of one of the nș,

ĳ

spheres contributing the same

induced field value.
Then for all conical sections (packed radially adjacent, and
closely packed to cover the solid angle 4ʌ) the (ș, ĳ) associated
would determine the angular dependence and the number ‘n’
would determine the dipoles which all contribute the same
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induced field at the conical apex where the contribution is
calculated. When spheres are closely packed, there would be
voids in the closed packed structure. This would mean the
materials in the volume of the voids (for the corresponding
magnetic moments) have to be taken into account which is
accomplished by describing a cube enclosing each of the spheres,
the ‘side-length’ being the same as the radius of that
corresponding sphere. This has been explained already earlier in
the previous section.

CONCLUSION

It is known that a division of a magnetized material into smaller
volume elements would not provide in general a unique
possibility for assessing the induced field distribution calculated
by applying the point dipole approximation to sum the
contributions from the extent of the material. In spite of such
established ambiguities, it has been shown that a criterion for
subdividing the materials into smaller elements is possible; by
which, a induced dipole moment can be associated corresponding
to every subdivided elemental-volume and, then the point dipole
approximation can be employed. Thus, a convenient alternate
method could be evolved to calculate demagnetization factors.
This procedure yields values, which are reasonably accurate and
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are the same as the values available from the standard table of
demagnetization factors.
This alternate procedure, which is very convenient to calculate
induced filed contributions, it has been found to enable the
calculation of demagnetization factors for the combination of
shapes of inner semi-micro volume element and the outer
macroscopic specimen shape as in Figure-10. More over, with the
confidence thus ensured for the criteria of subdividing magnetized
materials, it has been found that this procedure enables the
applicable ranges and chemical contexts for the use of point
dipole approximation. As can be found from the descriptions
above the induced field distributions can be calculated without
invoking surface charges and hence, from the point of view of
applications in chemistry, the appreciation of induced field
distributions in chemistry gets better and more elegant with the
point dipole approximation. Specifically, interpretation of spectral
parameters in terms of molecular electronic structure seems to be
rendered much less ambiguous with this magnetic dipole model.
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APPENDIX: A - page1
Charge circulation, Magnetic Moment and the point dipole approximation

+m

N

&

μ

‘d’

-m

S

&

μ =2 d m
The
approximated
radius of this
charge cloud has
to be taken into
account while
deriving the
“distance”
factor d

In case of either the electrical or the magnetic
dipole moments a simple arrow can serve the
purpose to indicate the presence of a “Dipole”
as located at a given point
While considering the
Field due to the dipole
moment at ‘R’ it is
possible to consider the
R
two poles separately and
find the contribution
from each pole and sum
up to get the total.
Instead of each time considering the poles of dipoles separately, it is possible to get an
equation for this total at R by a single equation using the dipole moment. This implies that the
distance d has to be considered while calculating the field at a distance R. It turns out that if

d R then, the calculations result in unrealistic values. For validity, the value of R >> d.
This means R
10 d. This is referred to as the POINT-DIPOLE approximation. It is a
consideration as to at what values of the distance R the given dipole can be arising from a
single point and not from the consideration of the length d characteristic for the value of the
moment |ȝ|.
2
Dipole origin

1

At the point 2 “outside the cloud where the ‘radius’
would be small compared to distance ‘R’ to the point
The point dipole approximation is more valid than at
1 “within’ the cloud itself. In fact such an approach to
aplly POINT dipole approximation at 1 would be not
at all justifiable.
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APPENDIX: A – page2
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The INSET in the graph above is schematically enlarged in the
drawing above which indicates how the single dipole is split and
placed to have the same average distance as the un-split single
dipole. Will the sum of contribution of the split halves be the
same as the single un-split dipole? As seen in the left side of the
graph, the contribution of the half placed below the average
distance increases more rapidly with distance than the decrease of
the contribution due to the half placed symmetrically above the
average single dipole point. However, even when two split halves
are considered, the effective magnitude of the vectorially added
halves is the same as the un-split single dipole.
Materials given above in this SHEET should be added details to
the considerations in SHEET-10 of the poster presented at the
sixth NSC of the CRSI held in IIT/Kanpur during Feb. 2004:
http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan1944/crsi_6nsc_iitk.html
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APPENDIX: A – page3
As pointed out earlier the induced field contribution at a distance
R from the dipole varies as 1/R3. Therefore, the strength of the
moment ȝ would be in the numerator, while the denominator
would have the factor R3. The charge cloud which gives rise to
this dipole moment is confined to a region which can be included
completely within a sphere of minimum radius ‘r’, then the
pictorially this situation can be envisaged as follows.
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Charge
Cloud

r

•

ȝ

R
+

Only in the limit of R >> r the
sum of the contributions of the
two halves becomes equal to that
of the contribution of the single
moment. This condition ensures
that the inter-moment distances are
small compared to the R and the
contributions of the split moments
vary more or less proportional to
the moment values. Hence with
respect to the contributions at this
site the distributed moments form
a continuum.

•

•

This is the detailed perspective of the contents of previous pages, and
explains why for demagnetization factors, considering discrete
distribution of magnetic moments would not be possible. That would be
a question of calculating contributions from points within the cloudregion, at a point within the same region. The type of condition as above
cannot be realized.
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The participation was without any
presentations in the 98th ISC.
Watch the youtube video upload in my channel
SANKARAMPADI ARAVAMUDHAN
https://www.youtube.com/user/aram1121944
98th ISC Comments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQEkGyey-iY
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http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/events_2012.html#ISC2012
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There was no reply for the submitted abstract and full paper could be
reasons of delay in submission, the submitted materials are reproduced
in the following sheets
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CHEMICAL SCIENCES
Fragmenting the Total Moment of a Magnetized Specimen; the Scalar
and Vector Potentials in Magnetism Revisited
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
Shillong 793003 Meghalaya

Some of the recent considerations on calculation of induced field distribution within a
magnetized specimen required fragmenting the total moment conveniently for the point
dipole approximation to be rendered more valid than what was hitherto possible. Then
the definitions of the H field and the B field, which require invoking a Vector Potential,
seem to becoming less tangible and in particular, to prescribe a procedure for use in
chemical contexts requires sorting out this newly arising vagueness about these physical
quantities. An effort would be made to clarify the kind of approaches and stand points to
this particular procedure of dividing magnetic moments.

Above text of Abstract word Count:100
Suggested reading:
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2009nehu.html
Dividing a Magnetic Moment and Distributing the Parts, can it ensure a Better
Validity of the Point Dipole Approximation?
And also in the Proceedings of the 96th ISC, held at NEHU Shillong
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cmdays2011_gu.html
When A Magnetic Moment Is Subdivided, Do The Fragmented Moments Interact
Among Themselves?

There was no reply for the submitted abstract and full paper could be
reasons of delay in submission, the submitted materials are reproduced
in the following sheets
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Fragmenting the Total Moment of a Magnetized
Specimen; the Scalar and Vector Potentials in
Magnetism Revisited
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
Shillong 793003 Meghalaya

The two kind of Electric charges, + and –, can occur as isolated
charges.
Magnetic charges, the magnetic North And south poles occur as
dipoles only; as poles equal in magnitude and opposite in nature
(sign for the pole) with a well defined distance of separation;
which means, magnetic poles always occur with a well defined
magnetic dipole moment.
Electric dipoles are also encountered most often, then the question
of what keeps the charges (which can be isolated charges)
separated and without neutralizing each other is a question though
not always simple enough to answer, the contexts of Chemical
sciences can be content if it is borne in mind that a non
conducting dielectric medium holds the charges separated and
these electric dipoles arise as induced dipoles in a medium due to
the presence of an External electric field.
In the context of the subject of chemistry, mostly what is
important in atoms and molecules is the positively charged
nucleus of Atoms with electrons in the outer orbits to compensate
for the positive charge of the nucleus. With fixed atomic nuclear
frame work in molecules, it is the electron charges or the electron
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charge clouds which is all pervasive and the presence of due
number of electron on an atom making that atom neutral in the
molecule. If fractional electrons (by charge cloud descriptions)
are moved from one atom to the next, then a fractional positive
charge is created due to the movement of fractional electron
charge (resulting in uncompensated fractional nuclear charge) and
a fractional negative charge is c45reated on the neighboring atom
since the positive nuclear charge of that atom is more than
compensated by the inflow of electron charge. Thus a positive
charge only means a electron charge moving away from an
atomic centre rather than a movement of positive charge. This can
be in turn said to be a delocalization of electron charge cloud.
The static electric charges (the source charges) result in Forces on
test charges at a distant point the coulombs law governing the
magnitude of such forces is most often used in chemical science
and hence c an be considered familiar as far as the descriptions in
the present circumstances. The equations relating the amount of
charges, forces, electric fields and the electric potential at a
distant point due to the source charges, are all well described with
static charges and conceptually it is not too difficult in chemical
sciences to visualize as and when necessity arises.
It is necessary to consider flowing (moving unlike static) charges
to account for the magnetic fields. It is quite common to consider
bar magnets or horse-shoe shaped magnets to realize a magnetic
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intensity i.e the magnetic field in vacuum (no materials present
where the magnetic field is supposedly measured). In this case no
flowing charges are required to explain the existence of North
Pole and South Pole of certain strength. And, magnetic lines of
forces can be visualized for bar magnet. When the magnetic field
(the magnetic intensity) is such that it is between magnetic North
and South Pole faces, then there is the possibility of realizing
uniform magnetic fields within certain volume/area or even along
a line. But between the magnetic pole faces if a material is placed
(which does not have inherently any magnetic moments within
itself) then the presence of the magnetic intensity would cause or
induce a magnetic moment and the magnetic field at such points
(where the material is also present) would be additively the
magnetic intensity with the induced magnetic moment. The topic
of this contribution, fragmented moments, refers to such contexts
of magnetic fields within magnetized specimen. Such induced
magnetic moments within materials are usually explained using
the charges in the material acquiring motional characteristics due
to forces exerted by magnetic intensity. Which means, magnetic
dipole moments arise due flowing charges: or, in other words, due
to the currents set up inside the material due to the external
magnetic field intensity.
The electro static quantities which arise due to the presence static
charges and there can be equations relating one such quantity to
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the other. That is static charges (source charges) exert forces on
test charges placed in the neighborhood; and account for the
presence of electric fields, generate electric potentials at a distant
point where a test charge can be placed. Then how would these
electro static quantities, manifest when the charges are moving,
namely, when flowing currents are present. Electrostatic force and
field are vector quantities; where as the electrostatic potential is a
scalar quantity. All these quantities are defined at a point relative
to the static source charge. When the source is moving how this
point does stand specified and is it possible to define time
independent measurable quantities analogus quantities for the
case of moving charges? Is magnetic moment (or a magnetic
field) arising due to such currents a time independent measurable
quantity - an electro dynamic property? When do the scientists
preoccupied with chemical problems have to be concerned about
these details for the electro-static and magneto-static quantities –
concepts in physics?
Then is it a converse that moving magnetic dipoles, that is, time
dependent changes in magnetic flux, can generate electrical
voltage – namely the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction?
When all these queries which arise in chemical sciences have to
be answered compactly, it becomes necessary to transcend to the
subject matter of physics. The popular Maxwell equations in
electrodynamics are a familiar topic in physics. These equations
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require the foundations in mathematical physics to retain the
compactness for handling this phenomenon and thus make it a
remote subject to chemistry.
Those who can revise their school physics would be able to get
the grip again on the potential energy of a test charge placed in
the neighborhood of a source charge, and that the derivation of
the expression for potential energy requires this to be the work
done on the test charge (negative of the potential it gains to do
work). This is as far as the significance of electrostatic potential at
point, which enables the calculation of the electrostatic field at the
point as the derivative (gradient) for the variation of the potential
at that point. However, the necessity and significance of the
magnetic vector potential is not immediately evident though
similarity of magnetic field derivable at a point from the vector
potential is stated along with the definitions. There have been
several efforts in the available tutorials to explain the physical
significance which probably helps the students at university level
physics courses. But, appealing to the students of chemistry is still
not popular. Hence an effort is made to explain this concept in
more elementary steps and simpler terms; this was found wanting
in order that the demagnetization effects and the nuclear shielding
(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance chemical shift values are measures
of nuclear shielding; this shielding is an electronic property of the
nuclei in presence of an external magnetic field) can be
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appreciated better for the interpretations in chemical contexts.
This can also add a substantial clarity in the subject of physics as
to the microscopic and macroscopic aspects of the magnetic fields
within the magnetized specimen. The descriptions may be found
supplementary to the chapters on Magneto statics as in the books
on Electrodynamics / Electricity and Magnetism (by 1. Gupta,
Kumar & Singh and 2. B.B.Laud). The book with title “Concepts
in physics” by H.C. Verma does not contain descriptions on
Magnetic Vector Potential, In this book, the chapter on Magnetic
Field brings about clearly the relation between electric field and
magnetic field; the chapter on Magnetic Field Due to Electric
Current the emphasis is on magnetic field as resulting from
moving charges (flowing currents); Magnetic Scalar potential due
to a dipole is described in the chapter on Permanent Magnets.
However, the differences between magnetic field, magnetic
(dipole) moment, induced fields and moments, the diamagnetic
induced moments as the cause of “magnetization” and the
permanent dipole moments of particles with intrinsic spins and
their reorientation as the of “magnetization” phenomena are all
described in one place but appear scattered, even when the
chapters are well organized in a book. That the Magnetic Scalar
potential is useful mainly when there are no flowing currents is
well emphasized in the book by B.B. Laud in the chapter on
magneto statics on page 129 in the beginning of the section
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introducing Vector Potential. It is essential that in these books
while describing clearly the classification of the currents in
material media, the various physical quantities related to
magnetism must find a detailed delineation of where which
property and which physical quantity becomes significant why the
others have not so much of a significance with a comparison of
the situation in electrostatics. This contribution is to find how to
fill the gaps as found wanting in the currently prescribed standard
text books in view of the fact the dividing the magnetic moment
seems conveniently possible for the additive characteristics of the
consequences. For this examining in detail as to what is the status
of the interaction among moments when a total moment is divided
and treating the resulting fragments as independent non
interacting moments.
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V= qs/4.ʌ.İ0.r

2

Consider a sourcechargeqs, canbe an electron,
placed at the circumference of a circle. The
potential energy (a scalar) of unit test charge is
‘V’ at a distant point ‘r’ from the charge. Or
simply stated, the potential at that point is V
due to the charge qs.

V

qs

V

qs

V

V
If the static charge is placed at other points
along the circumference, then the point
where the same potential ‘V’ can be
experienced by a test charge will also be
displaced as shown in the figure.

If the charge moves with uniform speed along the
circumference, then the point at distance ‘r’ where the
potential of magnitude ‘V’ exists also should be moving
with the same speed all the time keeping the distance r
from the source charge. Thus when such a current
flows, there is a circle described by the locus of points
where the potential ‘V’ exists due to the moving charge
causing the current. This potential which is a scalar
quantity has to be associated with a direction for its
displacement which is along the tangent to the circle at
the point where ‘V’ is the potential.

dl
dl

qs

V

For the charge qs flowing along the
circumference, the current can be the
qs
. [2ʌrc / T] with rc and T time period of uniform
rotation. This is simply the definition of current
that it is the rate of charge flow. The term within
brackets is the velocity. And the 2ʌrc is the
circumference of circle. And, for any closed loop



the length is dl which is a vector tangential to
circle at the point where the charge is
instantaneously present. This assigns the
direction for the velocity with [2ʌrc / T] as the
magnitude.

This depicts the scene where the potential (at a point) ‘V’ is
rotating with the velocity correspondingly with the
circumference of the larger circle divided by T for the
magnitude and a dl vector on that circle defines a direction.
Thus the scalar quantity in electrostatics has acquired a
directional property and hence may now be Vector
potential. Thus vector potential would correspond to the
static scalar potential when the test point is always viewed
with reference to the instantaneous location of the moving
source charge. http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/magnetic/magvec.html
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When the various currents that can be present in a material
medium are considered, the following nomenclature probably
would stand a better appeal for simple minded approaches. If a
current ‘i’ flows in a circular path with a certain radius,
Current ‘i’
Radius ‘r’

Diamagnetic substance gets induced with a
dipole moment opposite to the field direction

In the case of diamagnetic substances tiny atomic
currents are set up when external field is applied and
these tiny atomic currents induced magnetic moments.

Substances with randomly oriented
permanent tiny moments undergo an
alignment of these moments and
acquire magnetization parallel to the
magnetic fields

The atomic currents can be due circulation of charge
clouds or partial charges clouds and these are
magnetization currents. It has also been pointed out
(for example by C.P.Slichter) that even though the
magnetic fields due to inherent circulation of
electrons in orbits can be producing magnetic fields
larger than the laboratory fields, such fields are not
encountered in materials because of the
phenomenon of orbital quenching.

The Magnetic Induction Field or the Magnetic Field
is due to the total current. And hence the Magnetic
Vector potential must correspond to the total
current flowing.

True current is due to transport of
charges (electrons) along the circular
path. And the magnetic Vector
potential for the Magnetic Intensity
due to the true current must
correspond to the circulating charges.

There is other class of currents mentioned in the text books, but in the present context of fragmented
moments, these two types are most appropriate.

For Magnetic induction B,
J stands for current density.

B = μ 0 JTotal
U M = μ 0 Jatomic
UH = μ 0 JTrue
U

Similarly

and, for Magnetic Intensity
Conventions and symbols in accordance with contents of pages 173-174 of
“Electrodynamics” by S.L.Gupta, V.Kumar, and S.P.Singh, Pragati Prakashan Publishers.
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Discussion at cmdays2011 was to emphasize the fact:
The Magnetization is merely the appropriate sum of the atomic
moments induced in the specimen. The magnetization M does not
include the interaction between the atomic microscopic moments.
The total magnetization of the macroscopic specimen is
conveniently fragmented for reasons of simplicity to calculate out
the demagnetization factors. When the interaction between the
microscopic atomic moments is considered the result is a
specimen shape dependent geometric factor is obtained as
premultiplying factor to M. And, this premultiplying factor
precisely happens to be the required Demagnetization factor. Thus
it is the non interacting moments which are contributing to
Magnetization and fragmenting them conveniently does not bring
in complications of any kind.
As quoted from the presentation file for cmdays2011:

It is to be pointed out at this juncture, the total induced field values at a point
within the spheroidal specimen results only in a shape (and not the size)
dependent pre-multiplying factor to the value of the induced moment
(generated by the interaction with external field). It would be true that the
individual elemental moments interact among each other but what matters is
the effective total interaction. It is only in a spectroscopic analysis as for the
Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, it is possible to demarcate the
intra molecular versus the intermolecular around a particular site and
distinguish the strengths and significance of the long-range & short-range
interaction scales. And, disentangle the microscopic and macroscopic
consequences and observe the effects distinctly as if these are two different
physical quantities even though it is all induced fields.
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In the Appendix-1 (next page) the picture depicts the way the
fragmenting and close packing is achieved for calculating
demagnetization factors. In view of the explanations in the early
pages to differentiate various types of currents and the
expressions for quantities, M, H and B in terms of appropriate
type of current, it should be obvious for purposes of chemical
sciences, that viewing the fragmentation patterns for the
demagnetization factor calculations is entirely in concurrence
with the terms and physical quantities used in Electrodynamics
(electricity and magnetism). An appreciation of this fact would
encourage the adaptation of the summation technique in several
other chemical and biological contexts confidently.
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APPENDIX-1
This circular base of the cone with
apex angle equal to the polar angle
ș,has radius equal to ‘R sin ș’: See
Textbox below

R1

Rn

Using above equation ‘n’ along the vector length is calculated, for the direction
with polar angle ș. Which is ‘ı’ per spherical magnetic moment x number of
such spheres ‘n’.ıș =ı x n. At the tip of the vector, there is circle along
which magnetic moment have to be calculated. This circle has radius equal to ‘R
sinș’. The number of dipoles along the length of the circumference = 2 ʌ R
sinș/2.r = ʌ R/ r sinș. Again, (R/ r) is a constant by earlier criteria.
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sectional President of 100th ISC at Kolkata. The submitted material
isreproduced in these pages to follow
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Fragmenting the Total Moment of a Magnetized Specimen;
the Scalar and Vector Potentials in Magnetism Revisited
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
Shillong 793003 Meghalaya
Key words: Vector Potential, Magnetism, Demagnetization factors, Fragmented
moments

Some of the recent considerations on calculation of induced field
distribution within a magnetized specimen required fragmenting the total
moment conveniently for the point dipole approximation to be rendered
more valid than what was hitherto possible. Then the definitions of the H
field and the B field, which require invoking a Vector Potential, seem to
becoming less tangible and in particular, to prescribe a procedure for use in
chemical contexts requires sorting out this newly arising vagueness about
these physical quantities. An effort would be made to clarify the kind of
approaches and stand points to this particular procedure of dividing
magnetic moments.
Above text of Abstract word Count: 100
Suggested reading:
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2009nehu.html
Dividing a Magnetic Moment and Distributing the Parts; Can it Ensure a Better
Validity of the Point Dipole Approximation?
And also in the Proceedings of the 96th ISC, held at NEHU, Shillong
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cmdays2011_gu.html
When A Magnetic Moment Is Subdivided, Do The Fragmented Moments Interact
Among Themselves?
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Fragmenting the Total Moment of a Magnetized
Specimen; the Scalar and Vector Potentials in
Magnetism Revisited
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
Shillong 793003 Meghalaya

The two kind of Electric charges, + and –, can occur as isolated
charges.
Magnetic charges, the magnetic North And south poles occur as
dipoles only; as poles equal in magnitude and opposite in nature
(sign for the pole) with a well defined distance of separation;
which means, magnetic poles always occur with a well defined
magnetic dipole moment.
Electric dipoles are also encountered most often, then the question
of what keeps the charges (which can be isolated charges)
separated and without neutralizing each other is a question though
not always simple enough to answer, the contexts of Chemical
sciences can be content if it is borne in mind that a non
conducting dielectric medium holds the charges separated and
these electric dipoles arise as induced dipoles in a medium due to
the presence of an External electric field.
In the context of the subject of chemistry, mostly what is
important in atoms and molecules is the positively charged
nucleus of Atoms with electrons in the outer orbits to compensate
for the positive charge of the nucleus. With fixed atomic nuclear
frame work in molecules, it is the electron charges or the electron
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charge clouds which is all pervasive and the presence of due
number of electron on an atom making that atom neutral in the
molecule. If fractional electrons (by charge cloud descriptions)
are moved from one atom to the next, then a fractional positive
charge is created due to the movement of fractional electron
charge (resulting in uncompensated fractional nuclear charge) and
a fractional negative charge is c45reated on the neighboring atom
since the positive nuclear charge of that atom is more than
compensated by the inflow of electron charge. Thus a positive
charge only means a electron charge moving away from an
atomic centre rather than a movement of positive charge. This can
be in turn said to be a delocalization of electron charge cloud.
The static electric charges (the source charges) result in Forces on
test charges at a distant point the coulombs law governing the
magnitude of such forces is most often used in chemical science
and hence c an be considered familiar as far as the descriptions in
the present circumstances. The equations relating the amount of
charges, forces, electric fields and the electric potential at a
distant point due to the source charges, are all well described with
static charges and conceptually it is not too difficult in chemical
sciences to visualize as and when necessity arises.
It is necessary to consider flowing (moving unlike static) charges
to account for the magnetic fields. It is quite common to consider
bar magnets or horse-shoe shaped magnets to realize a magnetic
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intensity i.e the magnetic field in vacuum (no materials present
where the magnetic field is supposedly measured). In this case no
flowing charges are required to explain the existence of North
Pole and South Pole of certain strength. And, magnetic lines of
forces can be visualized for bar magnet. When the magnetic field
(the magnetic intensity) is such that it is between magnetic North
and South Pole faces, then there is the possibility of realizing
uniform magnetic fields within certain volume/area or even along
a line. But between the magnetic pole faces if a material is placed
(which does not have inherently any magnetic moments within
itself) then the presence of the magnetic intensity would cause or
induce a magnetic moment and the magnetic field at such points
(where the material is also present) would be additively the
magnetic intensity with the induced magnetic moment. The topic
of this contribution, fragmented moments, refers to such contexts
of magnetic fields within magnetized specimen. Such induced
magnetic moments within materials are usually explained using
the charges in the material acquiring motional characteristics due
to forces exerted by magnetic intensity. Which means, magnetic
dipole moments arise due flowing charges: or, in other words, due
to the currents set up inside the material due to the external
magnetic field intensity.
The electro static quantities which arise due to the presence static
charges and there can be equations relating one such quantity to
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the other. That is static charges (source charges) exert forces on
test charges placed in the neighborhood; and account for the
presence of electric fields, generate electric potentials at a distant
point where a test charge can be placed. Then how would these
electro static quantities, manifest when the charges are moving,
namely, when flowing currents are present. Electrostatic force and
field are vector quantities; where as the electrostatic potential is a
scalar quantity. All these quantities are defined at a point relative
to the static source charge. When the source is moving how this
point does stand specified and is it possible to define time
independent measurable quantities analogus quantities for the
case of moving charges? Is magnetic moment (or a magnetic
field) arising due to such currents a time independent measurable
quantity - an electro dynamic property? When do the scientists
preoccupied with chemical problems have to be concerned about
these details for the electro-static and magneto-static quantities –
concepts in physics?
Then is it a converse that moving magnetic dipoles, that is, time
dependent changes in magnetic flux, can generate electrical
voltage – namely the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction?
When all these queries which arise in chemical sciences have to
be answered compactly, it becomes necessary to transcend to the
subject matter of physics. The popular Maxwell equations in
electrodynamics are a familiar topic in physics. These equations
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require the foundations in mathematical physics to retain the
compactness for handling this phenomenon and thus make it a
remote subject to chemistry.
Those who can revise their school physics would be able to get
the grip again on the potential energy of a test charge placed in
the neighborhood of a source charge, and that the derivation of
the expression for potential energy requires this to be the work
done on the test charge (negative of the potential it gains to do
work). This is as far as the significance of electrostatic potential at
point, which enables the calculation of the electrostatic field at the
point as the derivative (gradient) for the variation of the potential
at that point. However, the necessity and significance of the
magnetic vector potential is not immediately evident though
similarity of magnetic field derivable at a point from the vector
potential is stated along with the definitions. There have been
several efforts in the available tutorials to explain the physical
significance which probably helps the students at university level
physics courses. But, appealing to the students of chemistry is still
not popular. Hence an effort is made to explain this concept in
more elementary steps and simpler terms; this was found wanting
in order that the demagnetization effects and the nuclear shielding
(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance chemical shift values are measures
of nuclear shielding; this shielding is an electronic property of the
nuclei in presence of an external magnetic field) can be
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appreciated better for the interpretations in chemical contexts.
This can also add a substantial clarity in the subject of physics as
to the microscopic and macroscopic aspects of the magnetic fields
within the magnetized specimen. The descriptions may be found
supplementary to the chapters on Magneto statics as in the books
on Electrodynamics / Electricity and Magnetism (by 1. Gupta,
Kumar & Singh and 2. B.B.Laud). The book with title “Concepts
in physics” by H.C. Verma does not contain descriptions on
Magnetic Vector Potential, In this book, the chapter on Magnetic
Field brings about clearly the relation between electric field and
magnetic field; the chapter on Magnetic Field Due to Electric
Current the emphasis is on magnetic field as resulting from
moving charges (flowing currents); Magnetic Scalar potential due
to a dipole is described in the chapter on Permanent Magnets.
However, the differences between magnetic field, magnetic
(dipole) moment, induced fields and moments, the diamagnetic
induced moments as the cause of “magnetization” and the
permanent dipole moments of particles with intrinsic spins and
their reorientation as the of “magnetization” phenomena are all
described in one place but appear scattered, even when the
chapters are well organized in a book. That the Magnetic Scalar
potential is useful mainly when there are no flowing currents is
well emphasized in the book by B.B. Laud in the chapter on
magneto statics on page 129 in the beginning of the section
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introducing Vector Potential. It is essential that in these books
while describing clearly the classification of the currents in
material media, the various physical quantities related to
magnetism must find a detailed delineation of where which
property and which physical quantity becomes significant why the
others have not so much of a significance with a comparison of
the situation in electrostatics. This contribution is to find how to
fill the gaps as found wanting in the currently prescribed standard
text books in view of the fact the dividing the magnetic moment
seems conveniently possible for the additive characteristics of the
consequences. For this, examining in detail as to what is the status
of the interaction among moments when a total moment is divided
and treating the resulting fragments as independent non
interacting moments.
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qs

r

V= qs/4.ʌ.İ0.r2

Consider a source charge qs, can be an
electron, placed at the circumference of acircle. The
potential energy (a scalar) of unit test charge is
‘V’ at a distant point ‘r’ from the charge. Or
simply stated, the potential at that point is V
due to the charge qs.

V

qs

V

qs

V

V
If the static charge is placed at other points
along the circumference, then the point
where the same potential ‘V’ can be
experienced by a test charge will also be
displaced as shown in the figure.

dl
dl

qs

V

For the charge qs flowing along the
circumference, the current can be the
qs . [2ʌrc / T] with rc and T time period of
uniform rotation. This is simply the definition of
current that it is the rate of charge flow. The
term within brackets is the velocity. And the 2ʌrc
is the circumference of circle. And, for any



closed loop the length is dl which is a vector
tangential to circle at the point where the charge
is instantaneously present. This assigns the
direction for the velocity with [2ʌrc / T] as the
magnitude.

If the charge moves with uniform speed along
the circumference, then the point at distance ‘r’
where the potential of magnitude ‘V’ exists also
should be moving with the same speed all the
time keeping the distance r from the source
charge. Thus when such a current flows, there is
a circle described by the locus of points where
the potential ‘V’ exists due to the moving charge
causing the current. This potential which is a
scalar quantity has to be associated with a
direction for its displacement which is along the
tangent to the circle at the point where ‘V’ is the
potential.

This depicts the scene where the potential (at a
point) ‘V’ is rotating with the velocity correspondingly
with the circumference of the larger circle divided by
T for the
magnitude and a dl vector on that circle defines a
direction. Thus the scalar quantity in electrostatics
has acquired a directional property and hence may
now be Vector potential. Thus vector potential would
correspond to the static scalar potential when the
test point is always viewed with reference to the
instantaneous location of the moving source charge.
http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/magnetic/magvec.html
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When the various currents that can be present in a material
medium are considered, the following nomenclature probably
would stand a better appeal for simple minded approaches.
If a current ‘i’ flows through a circular path with a certain radius,
Current ‘i’
Radius ‘r’

Diamagnetic substance gets induced with a
dipole moment opposite to the field direction

In the case of diamagnetic substances tiny atomic
currents are set up when external field is applied and
these tiny atomic currents induced magnetic moments.

Substances with randomly oriented
permanent tiny moments undergo an
alignment of these moments and
acquire magnetization parallel to the
magnetic fields

The atomic currents can be due circulation of charge
clouds or partial charges clouds and these are
magnetization currents. It has also been pointed out
(for example by C.P.Slichter) that even though the
magnetic fields due to inherent circulation of
electrons in orbits can be producing magnetic fields
larger than the laboratory fields, such fields are not
encountered in materials because of the
phenomenon of orbital quenching.

The Magnetic Induction Field or the Magnetic Field
is due to the total current. And hence the Magnetic
Vector potential must correspond to the total
current flowing.

True current is due to transport of
charges (electrons) along the circular
path. And the magnetic Vector
potential for the Magnetic Intensity
due to the true current must
correspond to the circulating charges.

There is other class of currents mentioned in the text books, but in the present context of fragmented
moments, these two types are most appropriate.

For Magnetic induction B,
J stands for current density.

B = μ 0 JTotal
U M = μ 0 Jatomic
UH = μ 0 JTrue
U

Similarly

and, for Magnetic Intensity
Conventions and symbols in accordance with contents of pages 173-174 of
“Electrodynamics” by S.L.Gupta, V.Kumar, and S.P.Singh, Pragati Prakashan Publishers.
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Discussion at cmdays2011 was to emphasize the fact:
The Magnetization is merely the appropriate sum of the atomic
moments induced in the specimen. The magnetization M does not
include the interaction between the atomic microscopic moments.
The total magnetization of the macroscopic specimen is
conveniently fragmented for reasons of simplicity to calculate out
the demagnetization factors. When the interaction between the
microscopic atomic moments is considered the result is a
specimen shape dependent geometric factor is obtained as
premultiplying factor to M. And, this premultiplying factor
precisely happens to be the required Demagnetization factor. Thus
it is the non interacting moments which are contributing to
Magnetization and fragmenting them conveniently does not bring
in complications of any kind.

As quoted from the presentation file for cmdays2011:
It is to be pointed out at this juncture, the total induced field
values at a point within the spheroidal specimen results only in a
shape (and not the size) dependent pre-multiplying factor to the
value of the induced moment (generated by the interaction with
external field). It would be true that the individual elemental
moments interact among each other but what matters is the
effective total interaction. It is only in a spectroscopic analysis as
for the Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, it is possible
to demarcate the intra molecular versus the intermolecular
around a particular site and distinguish the strengths and
significance of the long-range & short-range interaction scales.
And, disentangle the microscopic and macroscopic consequences
and observe the effects distinctly as if these are two different
physical quantities even though it is all induced fields.
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In the Appendix-1 (next page) the picture depicts the way the
fragmenting and close packing is achieved for calculating
demagnetization factors. In view of the explanations in the early
pages to differentiate various types of currents and the
expressions for quantities, M, H and B in terms of appropriate
type of current, it should be obvious for purposes of chemical
sciences, that viewing the fragmentation patterns for the
demagnetization factor calculations is entirely in concurrence
with the terms and physical quantities used in Electrodynamics
(electricity and magnetism). An appreciation of this fact would
encourage the adaptation of the summation technique in several
other chemical and biological contexts confidently.
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APPENDIX-1
This circular base of the cone with
apex angle equal to the polar angle
ș,has radius equal to ‘R sin ș’: See
Textbox below

R1

Rn

Using above equation ‘n’ along the vector length is calculated, for the
direction with polar angle ș.
Which is ‘ı’ per spherical magnetic moment x number of such spheres
‘n’.

ıș =ı x n. At the tip of the vector, there is circle along which
magnetic moment have to be calculated. This circle has radius equal to ‘R
sinș’. The number of dipoles along the length of the circumference = 2 ʌ
R sinș/2.r = ʌ R/ r sinș. Again, (R/ r) is a constant by earlier criteria.
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Delegate at 101st ISCA session
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2014.pdf
the ISC 2014, held at Jammu University, Jammu during Feb 3-7, 2014
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Calculating Intra-molecular Proton Shielding Tensors
Using Magnetic Dipole model; Possible Procedures and
Prerequisites
S.Aravamudhan
Department of Chemistry, North Eastern Hill University,
Shillong 793022 Meghalaya; INDIA

Abstract
A feasibility study has been reported at the ISMAR-CA’98. Those
results
indicated
that
it
seemed
http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id2.html possible to obtain
results that can be compared with experimental values for the
case of the peripheral aromatic proton in benzene where for the
shielding contribution, one C-H bond susceptibility could not be
used for reasons of reasonable validity of the point dipole
approximation http://nehuacin.tripod.com/id6.html . As reported
in an earlier study the point dipole approximation could
currently become valid better even at much closer
proximityhttp://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2009nehu.html to the
proton location. In the present contribution, the results obtained
earlier could be improved.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the case of benzene for the proton attached to the Carbon in a
C-H (bonddistance 1.09 A° compared to the Bohr radius of`0.5
A° brought it to such a NATURE QF THIS STUDY criticality,
that, the use of point dipole approximation could not be validated
with reasonable confidence. Thus, this aspect required the use of
fragmenting the charge cloud volume in the bonding C-H region
with suitable parameter value and, then proportionately calculates
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the susceptibility tensor values for the fragmented volume
elements from the C-H bond-susceptibility tensor values. This
task could be accomplished to improve the point dipole
approximation within the region of the C-H bond for the
contribution to shielding at the attached proton due to the C-H
bond susceptibility. Which means a point dipole approximation
can be validated convincingly for use at short ranges as l.09 A°
within a volume element of radius l. 09 A°. As can be found in
the above references, the susceptibility tensor values were derived
from the values quoted from theoretical studies for the respective
bond, group susceptibilities required for Benzene system.
Moreover, these values were small in magnitude mostly it was all
diamagnetic (few of them paramagnetic trends) and these values
could be compared with the empirically derived values of Flygare
(Reference 6 in the abstract of ISMAR20l3). A combination from
all the sources also was possible and to be reporting all those
details would require a full length discussion of the various
theoretical methods for the Quantum Chemical calculation of
Susceptibility values and the comparison with empirically derived
and other experimental values where ever possible. This is not
intended for this presentation. Never the less, the improvement is
that the magnetic dipole model can be used entirely for the intra
molecular shielding calculation, and such calculated values are
reasonably close to the abinitio QM calculation values. To
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comprehensively explain the trends in comparing two As in the
conclusions above (the Abstract for ISM`.AR-CA’98-P10Theoretical approaches and to what extent magnetic dipole model
is to be resorted to when Aspects in NIVIR), the feasibility study
could have a positive note in conclusion. these days abinitio
software packages are well documented for Chemical shift
However, necessary improvements as suggested in this excerpt
required a calculations could be dealt with only after getting even
better confidence with this possibility of calculating the intra
molecular shielding only by using susceptibility for benzene
molecule tensor values and the magnetic dipole model. Figure-1
is a reproduction from earlier results. Figures-2,3,4,5 contain the
illustration with explanations of a fragmentation of susceptibilities
(molecules/groups etc.,) for a viable summation of the
contribution to induced field with the magnetic dipole model.
Figure-6 is the details of fragmenting the Susceptibility Tensor of
a C-H bond (along the line indicated in the earlier figures) for the
applicability of magnetic dipole model within the range of a bond
distance of the C_H bond length. On pages 8 to 11 is a
description of the details of the calculation procedure for the C-H
bond region. On page 12, in the Figure-7, the molecular
coordinate system of benzene molecule with the coordinates of
the atoms in the molecule. Pages -13 to 16 contain the breakup of
the Benzene molecular total susceptibility tensor, which have
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been obtained partly empirically and partly from theoretical
calculations, but the breakup values add to the experimental value
of the Benzene molecular susceptibility tensors. To this end it
must be remarked that the actual break up values are small and
hence a wide variation seems possible for the inputs for these
parameters. The calculation of the full Shielding Tensor of the of
a Benzene proton in the molecule now seems to indicate a
viability for inquiring into the theoretical formalisms which has
been elusive due to the various reasons of uncertainties in
securing a reliable breakup values, even if the sum value
reproduced

the

experimental

values

of

the

molecular

susceptibility tensor. In order to provide a supporting and
indicative lead for the standing of different QM mechanical
methods ( the theoretical formalism in turn), on page-17 the
variation of Chemical shifts calculated has been enlisted without
much comments for the present. The Figure-10 on page -18 is the
comprehensive summary of the results of this study.
Useful data for input data preparation also included From Page13 to Page-16. Complete details of the transformations and
direction cosines would be formidably voluminous to include in
this compilation. At the end, a few suggested references are
included for further clarifications on this approach.
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Figure-1
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Commensurate with the Susceptibility the
magnetic moment M would be in accordance
with the equation

M = Ȥv x H

Susceptibility is ISOTROPIC
Z-Axis; the Direction of Magnetic Field: H

In these calculations, VOLUME
Susceptibility is used. That is specified
as Ȥ cm3
A typical value for Organic molecules
(Diamagnetic) can be a convenient
value and -2.855 x 10 -7 units can be
typical per cc. of the material

Polar Angle ș

R
Is the distance of the magnetic
moment from the point (where the
induced field value is to be
known).The distance is along the
radial Vector specified by its Polar
angle

r is the radius of the spherical magnetized material
specifically demarcated.
(4/3) ʌ r3 will be the spherical volume of the material at a
distance R contributing at the
point of origin in the illustration on the left
The equation for induced field based on a dipolar model would then be
ı = -2.855 x 10-7 x [(4/3) ʌ r3] Ȥv x (1- 3 cos2 ș) / R3
From the above equation it is obvious that along this radial vector with the
specified polar angle if spherical volume elements of the material are placed such
that they all have the ‘radius- r’ to ‘distance-R’ ratio the same, then every one of
such sphere would contribute the same induced
field at the specified point.

Figure-2
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Figure-3

Ri+1 = Ri + ri + ri+1 ----Eq.1
If Ri / ri = C, C=constant for all ‘i’ values
then, Ri = C x ri and [Ri+1 / Ri] = [ri+1 / ri ]
From Eq.1 [Ri+1 / ri+1] = [Ri / ri+1] + [ri / ri+1] + 1
[Ri+1 / ri+1] = [(C x ri) / ri+1] + [ri / ri+1] + 1
[Ri+1 / ri+1] = [ (C+1) { ri / ri+1}] + 1
C = [ (C+1) { ri / ri+1}] + 1
Radius vector ‘R’,’ș’ and ‘ĳ’
(C -1) = (C +1) [Ri / Ri+1]
Ri+1 = Ri (C+1)/(C-1)
i
Ri = Ri-1 (C+1)/(C-1)

n

4
3

R4 = ‘Ri+1’

R2 = R1 (C+1)/(C-1)
R3 = R2 (C+1)/(C-1)
Therefore, R3 = R1 (C+1)/(C-1) (C+1)/(C-1) = R1 {(C+1)/(C1)}2
Rn = R1 {(C+1)/(C-1)}n-1 Hence, Rn / R1 = {(C+1)/(C-1)}n-1
Log(Rn / R1) = n-1 [log{(C+1)/(C-1)}]
‘n’ = 1+ {log(Rn / R1)}/ [log{(C+1)/(C-1)}]

2

1

R3 = ‘Ri’

Figure-4

The possibility of close packing of
subdivided spheres of the specimen is
considered in the next three pages, for
which the equation derived above is used.
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Z-Axis; The Direction of magnetic
fi ld
This circular base of the cone with
apex angle equal to the polar angle ș,
has radius equal to ‘R sin ș’: See
Textbox below

Radial Vector defined
by a polar angle ș

Rn
Pola
r

R1

Rn

R1

Equation for calculating the number of
spheres, the dipole moments, along the
radial vector is as given below:

R
R

log
n

= 1 +
log

C
C

n
1

+ 1
− 1

With “C= Ri / ri, i=1, n”
For a sphere of radius =0.25 units, and the polar
angle changes at intervals of 2 .5˚
There will be 144 intervals. Circumference= 2ʌ/4 so
that the diameter of each sphere on the circumference
= 0.0109028; radius = 0.0054514
C = R/r = 0.25 / 0.0054514 = 45.859779
[46.859779/44.859779] = 1.04458334
Log (1.0445834) = 0.0189431 (r/R) 3=1.0368218e-5
=0.000010368218

Figure-5

Using above equation ‘n’ along the vector length is calculated, for the direction with polar angle
ș.
Which is ‘ı’ per spherical magnetic moment x number of such spheres ‘n’.
Aº ;vector,
Including
extensions
the Charge
delocalization
ıș C-H
=ı bond
x n.length
At the=1.087
tip of the
thereorbital
is circle
along which
magnetic
moment have to be
could beThis
an ellipsoidal
cloud with
Aº; The
C being
more
than
H, of the
calculated.
circle has radius
equalabout
to ‘R1.2
sinș’.
number
ofelectro
dipolesnegative
along the
length
the electrical
gravity =
is ʌ
likely
be closer
to (R/
C atom
not exactly
at thecriteria.
circumference
= centre
2 ʌ Rofsinș/2.r
R/ rtosinș.
Again,
r) is and
a constant
by earlier
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center of the bond. Proton nucleus can be considered relatively as point mass.
With the largest charge cloud measure being 1.2 Aº, around the proton a small inner
cavity can be carved out with radius = 0.1 Aº.
Thus the entire region for the C-H sigma
contribution can be filled with closepacking small spheres, whose dimensions
are all of such small radius that the ratio
distance to proton
‘R’ / radius ‘r’ can be ≅10 which is in
conformity for the point dipole
approximation to be valid for the content
of each of the close packing spheres.

≅1.2 Aº

=0.1

Aº

Figure-6

With 0.1 Aº radius of the inner cavity,
the circumference would be 2.ʌ.
0.1=(6.28* 0.1)
=0.628 Aº. With an angle of 2.5º as equal
interval between the radius vectors from
proton, there would be 144 divisions and
the division length would be 0.628/144
=0.00436 Aº. Entire length of the
circumference of inner cavity can be
close packed with exact number 144
spheres of radius 0.00436 Aº. The ratio
0.1
(R)/0.00436 (r) =22.9358 > the required
ratio
10.The procedure of close packing
wouldensure that this ratio is held true
for every oneof the spheres. Thus the
summing procedure
(essentially based on magnetic dipole
model)for the calculation of
demagnetization factorsof ellipsoidal
material specimen can be wellintegrated
with the source program for theintra
molecular proton shielding of molecules
at the appropriate groups when for that
groupthe point dipole model becomes
gross violationfor realistic values to be
the result.
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- 7.16262 x 10-5

0.3 Aº

R1 = 0.15 Aº

H

CN=R1/r1

= 6.0
r1 = 0.15/6.0 = 0.025

R1

Rn
R1
n = 1+
C +1
log
C −1
log

1.08 Aº

= 1+ [log (1.08/0.15)/log (7.0/5.0)]
= 1+[0.8573/0.1461]
= 1+ 5.86790
= 6.8680

3

3

r1= x0.025
(4/3)
ʌ x Aº
r1 = v1 = 6.5476e-5 Aº
3
-29
3
0.000065476 Aº =6.5476 x 10 cm
C

Benzene Mol wt = 6 x 12 + 1 x6 = 72 + 6 = 78
C =12 ; H=1, C-H = 13 gms = 1 mole of C-H = wt of 6.023 x 1023 C-H units
2

2

3

Volume of Cylinder = ʌ x r x l = 22/7 x 0.15 x 1.08 = 0.07637 Aº = 7.637247e-26 cm
-6

-6

23

-4.21 x 10 cgs units per mole = -4.21 x 10 / 6.023 x 10
-29

unit -0.6990 x 10

-29

= -0.6990 x 10

3

-24

cgs units is per 0.07637 Aº = per 0.07637 x 10

3

-29

-24

cm Per unit volume = (-0.6990 x 10 cgs units)/ 0.07637 x 10
–
-5
3.41 x - 7.16262 / -4.21 = -7.4135 x 10 cgs units

3

cgs per one C-H

3

-26

cm = 7.367 x 10
-5

= - 9.1580 x 10 cgs units

-7.4135 x 10-5
- 9.1580 x 10-5

- 9.1580 x 10-5
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Given Molar Susceptibility Tensor

-3.41•10-6

ɖǦ
H

ሺɐሻ

-4.21•10-6

C
-4.21•10-

Set of 6
Centers

For the C-H bond, thus (as in previous page), the Volume Susceptibility Tensor =

-7.4135 x 10-5
- 9.1580 x 10-5

- 9.1580 x 10-5

Numerical values of susceptibility tensor have been altered
-5

3

For a sphere of radius = 0.025 Aº, the volume susceptibility of -5.8015 x 10 cm would
-5
-29
correspond to a susceptibility (volume of the sphere) x 5.8015 x 10 = (6.5476 x 10 ) x
-5
-34
5.8015 x 10 =
- 37.9859014 x 10
A dipole induced at a point by this sphere would cause a Shielding of the order of
-34
3
- (37.9859014 x 10 )/R at a distance R.
-8

For R= 0.15 Aº , 0.15 x 10 cm , ı ≅ -(37.9859014 x 10
-34

-24

-34

-8 3

)/ (0.15 x 10 )

=- (37.9859014 x 10 ) / (0.003375 x 10 ) = -(37.9859014 x 10
-7
x 10
-6
= -1.12551 x 10 = -1.12551 ppm

-34

-27

) / (3.375 x 10 ) = -11.2551

For n= 6.868, the total shielding would be ≅ 6.868 x -1.12551 =- 7.73000268 ppm
This (7.73000268 ppm) has to be compared with -35.26ppm (seems a grossly exaggerated
value for the reason that point dipole approximation is grossly violated) when the
Susceptibility of -0.6990E-29 is placed at the electrical center of gravity (presumably the
midpoint of the C-H bond). On this score, it is to be noted that the C atom and H atom do
not have the same electro- negativity; hence, this is not a situation of homo-nuclear
diatomic case.
How does this compare with ethylene proton shielding due to neighbor carbon atom: 7.56 ppm? This nearly equal value must not be considered as final since, the full tensor
calculation has to be compared not the approximate calculation above.
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0.0872

0.3 Aº

R1 = 0.15 Aº

H

CN=R1/r1

=10.0
r1 = 0.15/10.0 = 0.015

R1

Rn
R1
n = 1+
C +1
log
C −1
log

1.08 Aº

1+ [log (1.08/0.15) / log (11.0/9.0)]
= 1+ [ 0.8573 / 0.0872 ]
= 1+ 9.8318 = 10.8318

r1= 0.015 Aº

3

3

(4/3) x ʌ x r1 = v1 = 1.4143e-5Aº
3
-29
3
0.00001413 Aº =1.4143 x 10 cm
C

Benzene Mol wt = 6 x 12 + 1 x6 = 72 + 6 = 78
23
C =12 ; H=1, C-H = 13 gms = 1 mole of C-H = wt of 6.023 x 10 C-H units
2

2

3

-24

Volume of Cylinder = ʌ x r x l = 22/7 x 0.15 x 1.38 = 0.09759 Aº = 0.09759 x 10
-6

-6

23

-4.21 x 10 cgs units per mole = -4.21 x 10 / 6.023 x 10
unit
-29

-0.6990 x 10

-29

= -0.6990 x 10

3

-24

cgs units is per 0.09759 Aº = per 0.09759 x 10
-29

Per unit volume = (-0.6990 x 10

-24

cgs units)/ 0.09759 x 10

cm

3

cgs per one C-H

3

-26

cm = 9.759 x 10
-5

cm

3

= - 7.16262 x 10 cgs units

-5

-3.41 x - 7.16262 / -4.21 = - 5.8015 x 10 cgs units
- 5.8015 x 10-5
- 7.16262 x 10-5

- 7.16262 x 10-5
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Given Molar Susceptibility Tensor

-3.41•10-6

ɖǦ

ሺɐሻ

H

-4.21•10-6

C
-4.21•10-

Set of 6
Centers

For the C-H bond, thus (as in previous page), the Volume Susceptibility Tensor =

- 5.8015 x 10-5
- 7.16262 x 10-5

- 7.16262 x 10-5

-5

3

For a sphere of radius = 0.015 Aº, the volume susceptibility of -5.8015 x 10 cm would
-5
-29
correspond to a susceptibility (volume of the sphere) x 5.8015 x 10 = (1.4143 x 10 ) x
-5
-34
5.8015 x 10 =
- 37.9859014 x 10
A dipole induced at a point by this sphere would cause a Shielding of the order of
-34
3
- (8.20506145x 10 )/R at a distance R.
-8

For R= 0.15 Aº , 0.15 x 10 cm , ı ≅ -(8.20506145x 10
-34

-24

-34

-8 3

)/ (0.15 x 10 )

=- (8.20506145x 10 ) / (0.003375 x 10 ) = -(8.20506145x 10
-7
10
-6
= -0.24311x 10 = -0.24311ppm

-34

-27

) / (3.375 x 10 ) = -2.43113x

For n=10.8318, the total shielding would be ≅ 10.8318 x --0.24311= - 2.6334 ppm
This (- 2.6334ppm) has to be compared with -35.26ppm (seems a grossly exaggerated
value for the reason that point dipole approximation is grossly violated) when the
Susceptibility of -0.6990E-29 is placed at the electrical center of gravity (presumably the
midpoint of the C-H bond). On this score, it is to be noted that the C atom and H atom do
not have the same electro- negativity; hence, this is not a situation of homo-nuclear
diatomic case.
How does this compare with ethylene proton shielding due to neighbor carbon atom: 7.56 ppm? This nearly equal value must not be considered as final since, the full tensor
calculation has to be compared not the approximate calculation above.
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Figure-7

The next sheet gives the break up
compiled from different sources and the
consequent summed values
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H
C-H bond distance=1.087 A
C-C bond length= 1.4A
Angle C-C-C =120
Angle C-C-H= 120

Y
H

H
X

-2.05•10-6
H

ɖǦሺɐሻ

H
Z
C
H

-3.05•10-6

C
-3.05•10-6

-3.41•10-6

ɖǦ

ሺɐሻ

0.0•10-6

H
-4.21•10

-6

Set of 6
Centers
-33.0•10-6

10.8•10H

ɖሺ Ɏ ሻ

C

7.9•10-6



ሻ  

C
-9.35•10-

-9.35•10Set of 6
Centers

Sum of the values for Benzene

The x, y axis are symmetric
about 6 fold axis. Thus the average
(X +Y)/2.0 = -38.6 which is close to the
experimental values

-

ɖ-9.35•10
ሺ ǡ ǡ

-52.26 x 10-6
--24.06 x 10-6
-93.66 x 10-6

-38.6 x 10-6
--38.6 x 10-6
-93.66 x 10-6

Set of 6
Centers

6.5•10-6

ɖሺ Ɏ ሻ

 
One set only
0.0•10-6

C
-4.21•10-

Set of 6
Centers

 
It is notew
orthy to point out that when the magnetic dipole model is
used to calculate the shielding tensor values calculated by use of
the magnetic dipole model results in non-axially symmetric
values even for an axially symmetric environment. This
mathematical consequence is taken into account by taking the
corresponding averages to reflect the symmetry in the calculated
tensor values which is compared with experimental values.
Secondly, all these values are added up as local diagonal
elements and not transformed into a common molecular
coordinate axis. If such a transformation is effected, all these
would conform to the molecular symmetry and the transformed
susceptibility tensors, in the common frame of reference added
together would reflect symmetry and the magnitudes as well.
With these values with appropriate transformation the
experimental symmetry & tensor element values reproduce
nearly the experimental values.
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Ȥ٣C-C

Y

Ȥ||C-C 2.05x10-6

0.6062

X
X
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1.2124

Ȥ٣C-C,٣mol_plane
3.05x10-6
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1
H

C-H bond distance=1.087 Aº
C-C bond length= 1.4Aº
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Consider the C-H (ı) contribution
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H


Y

C-H bond distance=1.087 Aº
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C-C bond length= 1.4Aº
6
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X
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The (locally) diagonal Tensors (in their respective X”,Y”,Z” frames) of the various parts
of Benzene are all to be transformed to a common Molecular axis system X,Y,Z.
The transformation matrices are obtained with the corresponding direction cosines.


ͳǦ

1.4 Aº
0.0000 Aº
1.4000 Aº
0.0000 Aº
-0.6062, 1.0500, 0.0000 [C2ͳൌͻͲͼ
ʹൌͳͷͲͼ

1.4 Aº

-1.2124 Aº

0.7000 Aº

0.0000 Aº

͵ൌʹͳͲͼ

1.4 Aº

-1.2124 Aº

-0.7000 Aº

0.0000 Aº

ͶൌʹͲͼ

1.4 Aº

0.0000 Aº

-1.4000 Aº

0.0000 Aº

ͷൌ͵͵Ͳͼ

1.4 Aº

1.2124 Aº

-0.7000 Aº

0.0000 Aº

C1 ]
-1.2124, 0.0000, 0.0000 [C3C2 ]
-0.6062,-1.0500, 0.0000 [C4C3]
0.6062,-1.0500, 0.0000 [C5C4]
1.2124, 0.0000, 0.0000 [C6C5 ]
0.6062, 1.0500, 0.0000 [C1C6]

0.0000 Aº

ൌ͵ͻͲͼͼͲ͵ؠ
Ǧ ǡ ǡ
ͳǤͶͲǤͷሺͳǤͲͺሻൌͳǤͻͶ͵ͷ
Ǧ ǡ ǡ

1.9435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
1.9435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͳǦ ͳൌͻͲͼ
1.9435 Aº
-1.6831 Aº
0.9718 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ʹൌͳͷͲͼ
1.9435
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-1.6831
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-0.9718
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0.0000
Aº
͵ൌʹͳͲͼ
1.9435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
-1.9435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͶൌʹͲͼ
1.9435 Aº
1.6831 Aº
-0.9718 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͷൌ͵͵Ͳͼ
1.6831 Aº
0.9718 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ൌ͵ͻͲͼ ͼͲ͵ؠ1.9435 Aº

ͳǤͶͳǤͲͺൌʹǤͶͺͲ

2.4870 Aº
0.0000 Aº
2.4870 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͳǦ ͳൌͻͲͼ
2.4870 Aº
-2.1538 Aº
1.2435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ʹൌͳͷͲͼ
2.4870 Aº
-2.1538 Aº
-1.2435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
͵ൌʹͳͲͼ
2.4870 Aº
0.0000 Aº
-2.4870 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͶൌʹͲͼ
2.4870 Aº
2.1538 Aº
-1.2435 Aº
0.0000 Aº
ͷൌ͵͵Ͳͼ
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0.0000 Aº
ൌ͵ͻͲͼ ͼͲ͵ؠ2.4870 Aº
1.4 Aº

1
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Figure-8
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Figure-9
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Figure-10
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Figure-11
These file-documents, listed above, are available for
downloading from the internet subdirectory URL:
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/ISC2014/fullpaper/
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Suggested further reading:(1) http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/index.html
(2) http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id2.html
(3) http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id4.html
http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id5.html
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/isc2009nehu.html
(4) http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id6.html
http://nehuacin.tripod.com/pre_euromar_compilation/id5.htm
l
http://nehuacin.tripod.com/id6.html
(5) http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/id3.html
(6) On page-682,at the end of first column by
W.H.Flygare,Chemical Reviews, Vol.74, page-653(1974).
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http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/events-2015.html#E01
http://nehuacin.tripod.com/isc102.html
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Section: CHEMICAL SCIENCES

PERSPECTIVES ON CHARGE CIRCULATION,
SUSCEPTIBILITY, INDUCED FIELDS AND NMR
CHEMICAL SHIFTS
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
Shillong 793022
saravamudhan@hotmail.com

Key words: Chemical Shift, Induced fields, Magnetic Susceptibility,
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

In presence of an external magnetic field, magnetic susceptibility
indicates the possible extent of change in the electron chargecloud circulations. Changes in electron circulations result in
changes in induced fields in the molecule and hence the NMR
chemical shifts depend on the physical quantity susceptibility.
In view of a more convenient method for calculating
demagnetization factors, experimental determination of
susceptibilities and chemical shifts together with the quantum
chemical methods seem to provide a refreshing way to
comprehend the electronic structure of molecules.
Thus, experimental measurements lead to improve calculations
for comparable values; and theoretical trends lead to look for
novel variations in structures to study experimentally.
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Fig.1

Calculating with the magnetic dipole model is a parallel
independent way to relate experimentally measured quantity to
the theoretically calculated values. The perspective to be gained
yet is the actualities of the method placed in the middle of the
parallel network in Fig.1 and in particular, the consequence this
method would have on the overall appreciation of the Shielding
mechanisms.
Relating the experimentally (HR PMR in Solid State) determined
Shielding Tensor values to the values obtained from ab initio QM
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methods it would be possible

to infer about the molecular

electronic structures. The magnetic dipole model could be
successfully employed in connection with the HR PMR studies
and further, calculations of demagnetization factors by a
convenient summation method proved that the dipole model
would be more versatile for several contexts than what could have
been envisaged earlier.
The feasibility of calculating intra molecular shielding was
encouraging as reported in the ISMAR-CA’98 conference, and
the possibilities and prerequisites have been elucidated in the
report at the 101st ISC 2014.
Important finding from the recent report as above is that the
magnetic dipole model based convenient summation procedure
can be applicable at such small electron charge-cloud region
within a molecule as the C-H bond.
This study revealed that the assumption of a uniform
susceptibility tensor for the entire region (though for a region of
only a bond distance of 1.2 Aº) might not be satisfactory. This
result would have an implication on the actual amount of charge
on hydrogen for that bonding, and such details could enable a
reflection on the use of Chemical shifts (experimental) in
comparison to the Absolute shielding values. Implications here
are for the way of referencing which is necessary, to set arbitrarily
a ‘0’ value assignment to the reference line.
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To apply the magnetic dipole model, it is required to fragment the
molecule under consideration with the possibility of assigning a
magnetic susceptibility tensor to each fragment. These values
assigned to the fragments of the molecule, when appropriately
summed, should result in the total molecular susceptibility value.
Even when such a task is accomplished, theoretical justification
for this possibility may not be conclusive enough.
Calculating intra molecular shielding of protons could be a factor
that reinforces and justifies the fragmentation procedure, since
calculating by the magnetic dipole model is more or less a
classical approach ( and hence less ambiguous) than a QM
methods which depend on the formalisms and algorithms..
As above the procedure can reinforce and justify the fragmenting,
yet, in which way this would reveal the requirements for
improving the QM formalisms remains to be ascertained.
W.H.Flygare (1), for a series of

non strained, non aromatic

molecules made an empirical fit of the Molecular Susceptibility
values to obtain set of bond susceptibility values. When all these
set of molecules, have the similar bond, empirical fit of the
fragments (bond level fragmentation) for a consistent set of
susceptibility tensor value for a specific bond type of possible.
Thus, including all types of bonds and making a fit resulted in a
susceptibility tensor value of that bond type. Thus using these
bond type values and gathering all the tensors corresponding to
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making up a specific molecule, the total molecular susceptibility
tensor could be obtained.
Similarly, independently atom wise break ups was possible,
resulting in a consistent type. However, from the atom type values
the effort to get bond type Tensor values was not successful, even
though independently atom susceptibility and bond susceptibility
can result in the same total molecular susceptibility value. As
illustrated in the example of Acetaldehyde in Fig.2 & Table-1,
the molecular value compares well with experimental value and
the

calculated

from

Atom

susceptibility

set

and

bond

susceptibility set (from results of W.H.Flygare) .

O
Fig.2

H

C

H

C

H

H
Molecule

Actaldehyde

Exptl
molecular
Susceptibility
χaa
-20.0
χbb
-19.5
χcc
-28.6

Calcd from
Atom
Bond
-21.3
-19.1
-29.2

-20.6
-18.0
-28.0

Table-1
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the report in this work, the results of calculating intra molecular
proton shielding tensor/chemical shift in benzene molecule brings
a point of view to consider further.
Would it be a consistent procedure, if after calculating the
induced field values at proton in benzene molecule, to refer to the
absolute shielding values (theoretical) of the reference molecule
for

obtaining

chemical

shift

values

to

compare

with

experimentally measured chemical shifts?
The effort to calculate intra molecular shielding tensor required a
fragmenting of the Benzene Molecular Susceptibility values
corresponding to appropriate molecular fragments. While arriving
at a set of molecular fragments and assigning susceptibility
tensors to these fragments, consideration was given to the
empirical values (of Flygare, which are mainly for non-strained
non-aromatic molecules) and several discussions based on theory
and experiment of the very early publications.
The actual set of molecular fragmented susceptibility tensor
values and the corresponding summed up total molecular
susceptibility tensor values appear in Fig 3.
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H

C-H bond distance=1.087 A
C-C bond length= 1.4A
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Fig. 3

-

-52.26 x 10-6
--24.06 x 10-6
-93.66 x 10-6
Sum of the values for Benzene
The x, y axis is symmetric
about 6 fold axis. Thus the average
(X +Y)/2.0 = -38.6 which is close to the
experimental values.

-38.6 x 10-6
--38.6 x 10-6
-93.66 x

-9.35•10-

ɖ ሺ ǡ ǡ

C

Set of 6
Centers

0.0•10-6

C
-4.21•10-6

C



It is noteworthy to point out that when the magnetic dipole model is
used to calculate the shielding tensor values calculated by use of the
magnetic dipole model results in non-axially symmetric values even for
an axially symmetric environment. This mathematical consequence is
taken into account by taking the corresponding averages to reflect the
symmetry in the calculated tensor values which is compared with
experimental values. Secondly, all these values are added up as local
diagonal elements and not transformed into a common molecular
coordinate axis. If such a transformation is effected, all these would
conform to the molecular symmetry and the transformed susceptibility
tensors, in the common frame of reference added together would reflect
symmetry and the magnitudes as well. With these values with
appropriate transformation, the experimental symmetry & tensor
element values reproduce nearly the experimental values.
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The illustration below explains the reason for such a
fragmentation of the chemical molecule. That is, the electron
charge cloud in the fragment, the circulation with specific
reference to the possible changes in circulation indicated by the
susceptibility tensor of the fragment, the magnetic field induced
magnetic dipole moment due to the susceptibility, and the
secondary field induced at the proton due to the moments at
various fragments.
a

b

c
FIG 4 (a) Structure of typical organic molecule (b) Indicating and
demarcating the Charge clouds on atoms and bonded regions and the extent
of charge delocalization (c) The local charge circulations possible within a
demarcated region as a appropriate fragment, and the contribution
(calculable from equation-3) to shielding at one of the protons.
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Fig.5
For the Calculation of the induced fields the classical magnetic
dipole model is applied, the corresponding equations appear
below.

r

R

FIG. 6

r = radius of charge circulation
R = distance of Nucleus from Dipole moment

= > 0.2

FIG.1. Region of charge cloud, the current circulation and the location of
nucleus where the induced field is to be calculated

------ Equation2



---- Equation-3
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As in the figure below, calculation of the induced field at the C-H
proton, due to the C-H bond susceptibility, can raise the issue of
validity of point dipole approximation; this approximation is

is

inherent in the classical model. However, by fragmenting the
susceptibility tensor, it is possible to circumvent this difficulty.

Fig. 7
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The detailed mathematical procedure for carrying out the
calculation with equations 2 and 3 has been reported in the full
paper of ISC2014, Jammu. A summary of the results of full
calculation as reported in ISC2014 is presented below. More
detailed results and discussions due on them are contained in the
ISC2014 report.

Fig. 8
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The

main

consolation

was

that

with

all

the

detailed

transformations and artificially (sometimes only by empirical
procedures to justify) fragmenting the continuous charge cloud
spread over the entire molecule, the numerical results did not turn
out to be too much far away from the experimentally reported
values. To gain confidence that these kinds of approaches can be
generally applicable, it is necessary to consider the situation at the
Carbon atom, and Hydrogen atom, for that C-H bond.
When the C-H bond susceptibility tensor is fragmented the way as
represented in the Fig.7, the susceptibility tensor is assumed
homogeneous over the entire region of the bond. This could imply
that the charge distribution in the C-H bond region is
homogeneous.
Compare the two figures Fig 9a & Fig 9b, illustrating what we
mean by homogeneous charge cloud distribution and the actuality
of bonding between Carbon and Hydrogen. If the charge cloud
distribution and consequent susceptibility is not homogeneous,
only as a starting effort an assumption of such type enables to
know the possibility of improving the point dipole approximation.
If one evolves a procedure to subdivide taking fully into account
the inhomogeneous distribution, then would this improve the
result for better comparability with experimental value?
Even to raise this question now, it was necessary to make such a
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calculation as had been reported until recently in the ISC2014.
What considerations can be at the disposal of chemists to improve
the situation?
This brings the title of this article pointedly to focus.

Fig. 9a
Homogeneous charge cloud distribution can
result in a Susceptibility is a homogeneous in

Fig. 9b

C

H
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Thus at this stage, breaking up the susceptibility tensor to the
extent of a single bond region could yield values which seem
encouraging to state confidently. The applicability of this
procedure for the other molecules, and claim confidently this is
also a reliable method to calculate shielding tensor, it is necessary
to put at rest these details of electron density distribution and the
extent to which the Susceptibility break up truly reflects the
details of charge density distributions. After the break up for
assigning susceptibility to a region, instead of further fragmenting
the tensor, a continuous profile for the variation of the charge
density may be worked out from the charge density surface maps.
This profile function can be applied to the Tensor (by appropriate
multiplication). Then the resulting variation of the Tensor in the
region is taken into consideration while the smaller volume
elements are assigned a susceptibility tensor value. Such an
elaborate procedure would give more insight as to the required for
the choice of the Quantum mechanical theoretical formalisms and
enable rationalizing the scaling factors required after calculation
to compare with experimental values.
This seems the outlook for the future from this stage of the
calculation of the intra molecular shielding tensor with classical
magnetic dipole model.
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MOLECULAR SUSCEPTIBILITY TENSOR AND
THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TENSOR FOR
MOLECUALR FRAGMENTS
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry, North Eastern Hill University, Shillong, 793022, Meghalaya

Key words: susceptibility tensor, molecular fragments, functional groups,
spatial resolution, HR PNMR in single crystalline solids.

INTRODUCTION
In presence of an external magnetic field, magnetic susceptibility
indicates the possible extent of change in the electron chargecloud circulations (Fig.1). Changes in electron circulations result
in changes in induced fields in the molecule and hence the NMR
chemical shifts depend on the physical quantity susceptibility. In
view

of

a

demagnetization

more

convenient

factors,

method

experimental

for

calculating

determination

of

susceptibilities and chemical shifts together with the quantum
chemical methods seem to provide a refreshing way to
comprehend the electronic structure of molecules in particular the
full proton shielding tensor values obtainable from High
Resolution Proton NMR in single crystalline solids.
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Charge cloud in the bonded regions and
the possible circulation
Fig.1

Thus, experimental measurements lead to improve calculations
for comparable values; and theoretical trends lead to look for
novel variations in structures to study experimentally.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECTIVE

Fragmentation of molecular susceptibility values is for the route
in the middle of scheme (below Fig.2 Scheme.1) standing for the
calculation of PMR shielding values starting from these
fragmented molecular susceptibility values. First thing to remark
is that in case the fragmented values are obtained from total
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molecular value by an empirical fitting, then,

using such

empirically derived quantity for calculating Shielding would
mean that the empirically derived values are the actual values for
the physical quantities(1) in the molecule arising locally.

Fig. 2

Fig.2: Scheme.1:

Possible routes to obtain Proton shielding tensor values

Even if it becomes possible to reconstruct the total molecular
value from the fragmented values, it would in the limit mean that
the mathematical procedures of arriving at empirical values are
permitting reversibility to get back the original value. More
specifically if the fragmented quantities are not representative of
the typical electronic structure characteristic of the functional
group, then such fragmented values may not be transferable
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parameters and also in some way or other there could be
inconsistency encountered in the use of these values.
The Proton NMR studies for intra molecular shielding tensor
would stand to benefit if the intra molecular shielding parameters
can be calculated using the fragmented susceptibility values on
the basis of the classical point dipole model. However, Quantum
Mechanical computational chemistry has formalisms and software
for implementing these QM methods to obtain the calculated
values for the shielding.
Thus the novel route to obtain intra molecular shielding values
would require susceptibility tensor values which can be obtained
experimentally and also by the QM theoretical methods. The
classical route to calculate the intra molecular shielding tensor can
be envisaged as an extension from the possibility to explain the
neighbor group contribution to isotropic proton chemical shift (2).
Flygare et al., (3) report that a set of bond (tensor) susceptibilities
derived by an empirical fit from the set of TOTAL
(experimentally determined) MOLECULAR SUSCEPTIBILITY
TENSOR values and a set of atom (tensor) susceptibilities were
derived by an empirical fit from the same set of TOTAL
MOLECULAR TENSOR VALUES. Further, the set of Bond
susceptibities thus derived could not be constructed from the
similarly derived atom susceptibilities.
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This observation thus, points out that the two empirically derived
“consistent sets” are not mutually consistent. This requires an
explanation on theoretical grounds. Since the susceptibility is a
pervasive quantity because of the fact that it is the extent of
charge (charge cloud) circulation that would be possible in
presence a intense magnetic field for which susceptibility is a
measure. When the total susceptibility tensor of a molecule is
being fragmented, is it possible to identify a charge cloud volume
carved out of the totality of charge cloud (undergoing a
circulation)? When susceptibility or shielding tensor is calculated,
the integral evaluations are done by dividing the entire charge
cloud volume into small (infinitely small) shells of charge cloud
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and by the mathematical limiting theorems a continuity for the
charge cloud is visualized. If infinitely small shells provide the
necessary criterion for analytical/numerical integration, then what
would be the constraint to envisage fragmented charge cloud
volumes which correspond to the chemist’s characterization of
functional groups of the molecule? A closer look at this question
for an answer would be the approach in this paper.

THE APPROACH AND RESULTS

The molecular fragments consist of electron circulations as can be
determined from the bonding nature within the fragments.
Typically the fragment can be a functional group which has
characteristic properties attributable to the typical electronic
structure prevailing within the group.
When there are many functional groups within the molecule
(Fig.1), all related to one another by a symmetry element of the
point group of molecule, then the question that would arise is: just
because the atomic positions of the functional groups correspond
to a symmetry related set, should the electron charge clouds of the
characteristic groups would separate out into charge clouds which
do not have any overlapping regions with the remaining part of
the molecule? Inclusive of such possible inseparable overlapping
charge clouds, the symmetry can be present. Thus separating the
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charge clouds from one part of the molecule with respect to
another, cannot be entirely determined by symmetry of the
molecule.
Thus the physical quantity of the whole molecule cannot be easily
fragmented into symmetry compliant set of fragmented values.
Further complication could be due to the fact that the fragments
may have local symmetry axes with respect to a point within the
fragment which does not coincide with the molecular axes
system. Since, the diagonal form for the fragmented physical
quantity must conform to local symmetry, either when the
fragments of the physical quantity are obtained from the total
molecular value or the total molecular value is obtained from the
by the appropriate summing of values of the fragments, the
retention of local symmetry and the molecular point group
symmetries consistently could pose a problem that may not be
resolvable in any simple manner. This comment is when the
physical quantity is a Tensor of second rank, and a different type
of difficulty has to be overcome when handling equations for the
isotropic trace values of the molecular quantity and the
fragmented quantities.
The molecular fragmented Physical Quantities are further
substituted in equations to calculate related physical quantities.
All these require a certain mathematical procedures which seemed
to result in reasonable values justifying the fragmented values of
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the molecular quantity. In particular the context is the effort to
calculate intra molecular proton shielding values reported in the
previous sessions of the Indian Science Congress.
However there are certain limitations and there have been certain
discrepancies reported earlier and now in this presentation an
effort would be made to clarify and justify to the extent possible
the considerations on the basis of the theoretical formalisms,
whenever the fragmented values were obtained with empirical
considerations or semi empirical considerations.
When the Total Molecular Tensor is calculated from the
appropriate addition of the fragmented Tensor, then the property
in the Local PAS for each of the fragments, should be
transformed into values in the molecular axes system, and then
added to get the total in the molecular axes system, which then
would have to be diagonalized to get the property in molecular
PAS.
Thus if the functional group tensor values are transferable
consistent sets, these set of functional group values may be
generally used for arriving at Molecular property for different
molecules. Consider the situation when a functional group
fragment Tensor is available. And, this would be a diagonalized
tensor in the local symmetry axes system and hence the PAS
would be conforming to the Local symmetry. Such a situation in
Benzene molecule would be the C-C bonds, 6 of them. The
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diagonal components are given below in Fig.5. In the benzene
molecule there are six such tensors and their disposition would be
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The C-C bond Tensor element
values in the local PAS.

5 [a]

5 [b]

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

Fragmented six C-C bond Tensors disposed relatively in conformity with the Molecular Symmetry

All the 6 tensors in the local PAS are given by the matrix
elements of the form (Fig.5- [a] & Fig.6):
-2.5 x10-6
0
0

0

-3.5 • 10
0

0
-6

0

-3.5 • 10-6

Whereas for this C-C group 1 (Fig.5-[b]) the above tensor matrix
for would be transformed to Molecular PAS would be as follows
-2.29 x10-6 0.43 x10-6 0
0.43 x10-6 -2.79x10-6 0
0

0

-3.5 x 10-6

-2.29 x10-6 -0.43 x10-6 0
-0.43 x10-6-2.79x10-6 0
0

0

-3.5 x
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Group 1

Group 3

And obviously the tensor is not diagonal. Such a transformation,
being merely a mathematical process, does not affect the charge
cloud situations in the molecule. The geometrical representation
of all the Tensor elements when the Tensor is in non diagonalized
form is not as simple; particularly the off diagonal elements are
difficult to track as simply by a geometrical representation. All
the 6 C-C groups have the same principal axis values in their
respective PAS (all oriented differently w.r.to each other), though
the Molecular PAS system is the same for all the 6 groups
transforming them from their local PAS to molecular PAS gives
different tensors. It can be reassured that a simple mathematical
transformation does not imply any redistribution of the charge
clouds.

1

Fig. 7. For the two C-C
bonds in Benzene ring
local PAS for the Tensor
and the disposition of the
common Molecular PAS
are depicted.

3
Fig. 7.
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However, breaking a total into fragments or adding fragments to
make up the total should be properly accounted for by the kind of
charge distributions prevailing in the total electronic structure
while delineating the separate fragments.
In particular while fragmenting a bond into two atoms or
combining the atoms to make a bond in terms of the numerical
divisions of tensor property may not be conserving the totality of
the nature of charge cloud to preserve the significance of the
physical property which the numerical values stand for.

H

C

Fig. 8

C

H

Fig.8 Depiction of the nature of
bonding and the possible way the
charge cloud extents can be
visualized.
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For the explanation of the above Fig.8, it is the simplest depiction
of the valence electron orbital charge clouds which participate in
the sigma bonding in this part of the ring, the two carbon atoms
and the two hydrogen atoms. Carbon atom valence electrons (2s2
2p2) are located in the three sp2 hybridized (trigonal
hybridization) orbital with one 2p electron forming the
delocalized (aromatic) π system. The single electron of the
hydrogen atom is in the corresponding atomic 1s atomic orbital.
The carbon atom 1s2 electron system forms the core orbital and
presumed to be (atomic core) not much contributing to the
bonding. Since the aromatic pi system has a different symmetry
compared to the sigma bonds, the σ part of the local fragmented
tensor can be separated out. The tensor properties as depicted in
Fig.7 are for the sigma contribution from the fragments. The blue
colored superposed depiction bounded within the dotted line
could be the overall charge cloud view of the sigma bonding in
the fragment, which is in the Fig.9.

As mentioned in Pag-2 of this paper with the citation of Ref.3,
the discrepancy with regard to the fragmented bond contributions
and the fragmented atom (corresponding to that bond)
contributions to the total molecular value can be followed with
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the visualization by Fig 7, Fig.8, and Fig.9.. Considering one of
the bonding carbon atom of the C-C bond, it can be seen that the
carbon atomic Valence part contribution to the tensor must be
arising in part from the C-H part and the C-C part.
The two bonding contributions have PAS (local symmetries) are
different with respect to each other and to the common molecular
PAS. Thus if fragmenting from total results in Atomic values, a
similar fragmenting from the same total gives the bonding values
as well. But by empirical procedures for arriving at fragmented
value may be consistent within the domain of all atomic
fragments by virtue of a reversibility ensured by mathematical
procedures. Same way consistency of the set of bond fragments
can result. However, empirical procedure may not ensure the
addition of atomic domain values to bond domain values with a
kind of consistency as it happens to be within the domain.

The specific atomic orbital’s overlapping as
depicted in Fig.8 can result in a overall charge
cloud distribution as depicted in Fig.9 along with
the local PAS disposition of the Tensor property
associated with the charge cloud distribution.

Fig.9
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There have been theoretical reports of calculating by QM methods
the neighboring atom contributions, and these can be compared
with the corresponding dipole model calculations, As of the
situation now there does not seem to be any such type of QM
calculations for the atomic fragment Tensor (susceptibility) values
which is necessary to use a classical dipole model. Such
calculations of Tensor values for small regions of localized
electron circulations, which are part of the pervasive molecular
charge cloud circulations, may not be achieved by any reasonable
and simple enough approximations. In this context a recent paper
of this author (4) on “QM Chemical Shift Calculations to infer on
the

Long-range

Aromatic

Ring

Current-induced

Field

Contributions” might lead to certain indicative trends to be
evolved. This much could be at this stage on the situation for the
comment on the difficulties of reconciling with two consistent
sets which are mutually inconsistent. Even to arrive at the
possible source of such a peculiarity, it was necessary to calculate
intra molecular shielding constant for a molecule using
fragmented susceptibility with magnetic dipole model for
comparison with ab initio QM calculation results. Benzene was a
convenient system and important in the context of ring current
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effects (4) and the variety of transformations required and the
significance of actual numerical magnitudes of fragmented tensor
elements could also be to some extent discerned by such
calculations on benzene molecule to enable an insight into the
context of possible shortcomings in the empirical methods of
fragmentation approaches. While at this stage the possibilities
available to obtain the Susceptibility Tensor values for the 25
fragments of the Benzene molecule have all been tried out with
different combinations of such derived sets and an optimal set of
fragmented values have been reported (5) till recently.

CONCLUSION

The numerical values of the Shielding Tensor thus calculated by
the central route indicated in Fig.2, have been compared for
ensuring the trends of variation and dependences. The completion
of such trial and error approach could give the insight to comment
on the bond-set values atom-set values with better confidence.
Thus trying to get the fragmented Susceptibility Tensor values by
the several trial methods and using them in the classical dipole
model equation to calculate a related physical quantity Proton
Shielding Tensor provides an indirect justification for
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following inference: that, the adhoc procedures by which the
Molecular Susceptibility Tensor value has been subjected to yield
resolved information for the constituent functional groups could
mean that such fragmented values of tensor correspond to what
actually happens locally at the functional group in terms of
electron charge circulations.
Thus in the previous papers at Science Congress Sessions (5) the
calculation on benzene molecule was given an exposition. The
summary of results reported in the previous Science Congress
Session is displayed below in Fig.10.

The macroscopic

demagnetization factor calculation methods could also be
incorporated into intra molecular context to make it possible to
arrive at exclusively a classical method of calculation of shielding
as compared to QM methods. That the situation of molecular
fragments making up the whole molecule is, in principle, the limit
of close-packed inner volume elements make up the whole
macroscopic specimen (6), is borne out. The fragmentation limit
at much smaller intra molecular regional level of atoms and bonds
poses a peculiarity unlike the macroscopic fragmentation into
smaller volume elements.
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Fig.10 Summary of results on Calculation of Proton Chemical Shift in Benzene
Molecule: Comparison of values obtained by Classical dipole model and
experimental values. A similar comparison of the Classical model values with that
by QM calculations was also part of earlier presentations.
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Classical dipole model and the Abinitio QM method
for Calculation of Magnetic Shielding in Molecules
S. ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY
Shillong 793022 Meghalaya INDIA
KEY WORDS: NMR, Chemical Shifts, Magnetic Shielding, Absolute Shifts,
Nucleus Independent Chemical Shifts (NICS), Magnetic Dipole Model, QM ab initio
Calculations

In view of the efforts to calculate intra molecular proton
chemical shifts (1) using the classical magnetic dipole model, a more
general outlook on this trend (2) as can be envisaged is being outlined
in this paper so as to enable wider application of such comparative
methods for reliable and more effective interpretation of the Proton
NMR Chemical Shift data. It is to be noted (3) that there are efforts to
obtain experimentally and report NMR spectra without Chemical
shifts.

Nuclear shielding is essentially the induced field changes due to
the changes in electron charge circulation changes caused by the
application of an external magnetic field. By the classical dipole
model equations or by QM formalisms by calculation what one
can obtain is the extent of such changes in the induced fields. It is
also possible to obtain the classical dipole model equations as a
special case of the equations for shielding obtained by the general
QM formalisms..Therefore the values obtained for shielding at a
particular point due to electronic charge cloud in a molecule must
be the same from either of the two equations and hence it should
be so established by comparing the two methods. Basically
electron circulations results in magnetic fields independent of the
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presence of any specific nucleus. Only when one tries
interconvert the magnetic field values into appropriate frequency
units, then arises the context of nuclear magnetic resonance. To
this context, the nuclear properties like gyro magnetic ratio of the
nuclear species become relevant. Thus by calculation one
basically obtains the induced magnetic field changes which is
independent of any nuclear species, protons or any others. Hence
it has now become prevalent to obtain Nucleus Independent
Chemical Shifts (NICS).
In Figure-1, ‘ı’ is the Shielding (constant) Tensor, ‘Ȥ’ is the
Molar Susceptibility Tensor attributed to the charge cloud, As
much as at the specified neighbourhood point indicated in t
Figure-1, the shielding

‘ıi’ at any general point i can be

calculated using this equation. It is not necessary to place any
specific nucleus at ‘i’ to use the equation. This is the Magnetic
Dipole model, where the Susceptibility Ȥi induces a Magnetic
Moment ȝi located conveniently at the centre of the charge cloud.
This moment induces secondary field around and it is the induced
secondary field magnitude that is calculated. While calculating
the shielding constant by QM ab initio methods with respect to a
molecular structure, it is necessary to specify the coordinates of
all the nuclei which make up the molecular frame work and at
these nuclear positions the software returns the shielding values as
result. Thus to know the shielding or the induced field value at
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any point by QM softwares, it is necessary a nucleus must be
placed at the point. In fact with respect to the aromatic ring
current shifts in the neighbourhood region of an aromatic ring of a
molecule, the equation in Figure-1 is extensively applied. In
Figure-2 typically the neighbourhood of aromatic ring is depicted
and particularly note the various relative dispositions. All the
results of calculations of classical
dipole model reported in this paper are obtained using these
equations of Figure-1. For the

applicability of the classical point dipole model, important
criterion would be that the distance |R| {length of the radius
vector from the location of the dipole moment to the point at
which the secondary field is to be evaluated} be much larger
compared to the radius |r| of the region of the circulating charge
cloud. While this prerequisite of |R|>>|r|

seems convenient

enough as it stands stated, certain situations arise when one
cannot be quite certain that the criterion for the applicability of
dipole model is fulfilled or not. It is being pointed out in this
paper that such a criterion can be quantitatively ascertained by a
QM ab initio calculation. After ascertaining that the necessary
criterion stands reasonably valid for the given structure, the
classical point dipole model can be applied confidently. This
aspect is illustrated and exemplified further with respect to the
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situation of Benzene molecule and Methane molecule in its
neighbourhood as depicted in Figure-3.

Figure-1. The magnetic dipole model; At the
molecule the external Magnetic field induces
magnetic moment – as seen in the figure above –
which is a diamagnetic moment, at the centre of
the charge cloud. In turn, this Induced Moment
causes secondary field in the neighbourhood. A
point in the neighbourhood is specified by the
radius vector R and the angle ș.
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Figure-1a: The details for using the equation for the Magnetic Dipole
model

Figure-1b. Numerical example for obtained results – point dipole model
calculations – benzene aromatic ring current effect
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Figure-2: The benzene ring and the various points in the neighbourhood; a
small circle represents a hydrogen atom or a proton and at these points the
shielding values can be calculated. Numerical results pertaining to this
situation displayed in Figure-1b.
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For the context of benzene molecule and methane molecule in the
neighbourhood, the results of an ab initio calculation of the
interaction energy of the system with regard to the inter molecular
distance is shown in the graphical form in Figure-3a. At about 4.5
angstroms the interaction energy for this combined system is zero
and beyond this inter molecular distance the molecules are
independent of each other and this aspect is further illustrated
from the QM results of Proton shift calculation (Figure-4a). It is
necessary at this stage to mention that the effects due to the
Electrostatic Interactions can occur at different ranges of
distances of separations of molecules as compared to the presence
of Induced Magnetic fields. Thus in Figure-4a , it can be seen that
the Methane protons show multiplicity of lines at a distance of 6.3
Angstroms. This is due to the fact that Aromatic ring current
effects are large and the induced fields can be significant at larger
distances of separations; while the interaction energy is a matter
of electrostatic interaction between the molecules and it is
significant at distance values of 4.5 Angstroms and less than this.
Note while the methane protons show multiplicity of lines due to
ring current effects, the benzene protons appear as single line of
larger intensity (6 protons). Since methane does not possess any
large susceptibility effects as the ring current effect, the induced
fields at benzene due to the presence of methane are less
significant. As shown in Figure-4b, the benzene protons show
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multiplicity lines only from distance values 3 Angstroms and
smaller values. At these distances the ring current effect on the
methane protons are much larger as evidenced by the much larger
line separations of the methane proton lines. At these distances
when the Electrostatic interactions are significant, still there may
not be any significant change in the geometry of the molecules
since this combined system was not subjected to Geometry
Optimization, and the Energy calculations are the Single point
Energy Calculations. Thus if any one of the molecule in the
combined system is simply deleted, then only one molecule
remains in the system which should have all properties the same
as it was before the calculation on the combined system. For
example, since at distances larger than 4.5 Angstroms the
influence of ring current effect is seen on methane, then by using
the classical dipole model equation the values obtained by QM
methods can be compared and verified that the methane protons
show only the induced magnetic field effects. When the distances
of separations are shorter, when there is significant interaction
energy, it is possible apply the classical dipole model for that
distance of separation and obtain only the ring current induced
field contribution at methane proton and the remaining part of the
line shifts must be due to susceptibility effects of much smaller
magnitude from the sigma bonds of the benzene ring. Such a
differential study can be valuable information with the combined
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system coordinates retrieved and from bond distance-bond angle
values ensuring that the structure and geometry remain unaltered

Figure-3. The benzene molecule and the molecule of methane in the neighbourhood. (1).
Methane is placed along the symmetry axis above the plane. (2) Methane is placed in the
molecular plane at a distance from the center of the molecule along an axis in the plane.

Figure-3a: At about 4.5 angstroms the interaction energy for this combined
system is zero and beyond this inter molecular distance the molecules are
independent of each other.
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Figure-4a: Top: Non-interacting distance (13 Angstroms) the two NMR lines correspond to
Benzene prtons and methane protons. Middle: At about 6.5 Angstroms the methane protons show
multiple lines for th 4 protons. Bottom: At about 4.5 angstroms the multiplicity of 4 lines for
methane proton is evident and the benzene protons result in a single line
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Figure-4b: At slightly larger distances of separation, in addition to the larger line separations of Methane
Proton region of the NMR spectrum, there is significant turn towards appearance of multiple lines for
Benzene Protons

.

This leads to the possibility of obtaining the C-C and C-H

sigma bond susceptibility values from the calculated Chemical
shift values. Such molecular fragment susceptibilities are
necessary to adapt classical dipole model for intra molecular
calculations of Shielding. As pointed out in the references 1-a,b,
and c there has been ambiguities in obtaining such
susceptibility values of molecular fragments.
In Figure-5a find the calculated PMR spectrum for the combined
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system with the main difference that the aromatic ring plane of
benzene molecule is disposed perpendicular to the plane of the
paper, almost comparable distances as in Figures 4a, and 4b. The
inferences are obvious and are significant.
Thus the combined system (no geometry optimization of the
combination)

calculations

has

a

potential

to

provide

supplementary information for the interpretation of NMR spectra
and structure determinations; and such information may not come
forth without the calculated results even if it is supplementary to
experimental data. Establishing trends with consistent theoretical
calculations and inferences can be an independent method without
requiring any references to the experimental data. The trends so
gathered would go a long way in determining the experimental
conditions with much better certainty.
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Figure-5a …..continued

Figure-5a: Calculation of combined system
With aromatic plane perpendicular to plane this paper

Figure-6: A rotation pattern for rotating the
aromatic plane
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Figure-7: Benzene-Methane combined system
rotation pattern for a different relative disposition of
the molecules

Figure-8: A QM calculation for the combined
system of Benzene and Hydrogen molecule
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Figure-9: Combined Benzene and Hydrogen molecule: Comparison
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